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Safe sushi, bad bran
It's been pretty funny lately watching some of
thedecade'sbiggesthealthfindingsmakenational
headlines while subsequent studies throw their
conclusions into doubt.
Recent findings debunk some of the most
popular medical myths of the '80s. Read on to
find out the latest opinions on oat bran, bee
pollen and decaf coffee. (Hurry, before they
change again!)
Also in this WELLNESS report: updates on
Maine's produce labeling laws and on the national health care movement.
See page 9

Gearing up at home

CB Wl1lustratim/Toki Oshirrn

Conflicting messages from our bodies, and beyond:

Like liposuction, green marketing and a thriving orbital-laser defense industry, home fitness is
peculiar to First World nations. Other countries
just can't be bothered. Whatever their appeal in
the United States, LifeCycles simply have not
grabbed an impressive share of Bangladesh's
disposable income. And no matter how much
Americans hyperventilate over the hottest new
development in weighted-flywheel rowing ergometers or computer-programmed treadmills,
such items will probably never sell well among
Chinese peasants whose job it is to break rocks
and carry them up a hill.
U.S. citizens are expected to lay out more than
$1.5 billion for the latest in heart-pumping,
muscle-tearing torture machines for the home.
According to the National Sporting Goods Association, thatis three times more than just 10 years
ago. Put another way: that's about five times
what President Bush plans to spend on rebuilding Eastern Europe next year.
That's a lot of money. The question is: are the
people who are shelling out these huge sums
getting greater fitness in return?
Seepage 12

Women vs. their bodies
thinking their bodies aren't good enough. From
By KeUy Nelson
somewhere outside of themselves they get a
A body is what we all first knew. We lived in a picture of how they are supposed to look, and
they become alienated from their bodies. Their
body while we grew our own. After those
bodies become their enemies. Their bodies bemonths inside a body there were the arms that
come an embarrassment, a hindrance,
enveloped us, the bosom that fed us, the form
a source of dissatisfaction and inadequacy.
that protected us and told us everything was
okay.
A body was everything.
But many women and some men spend years
Continued on page 6
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Back,·to.. School Specials!
Right:

Three for $189
Specially priced
bookcases,
30" x 12" x 12" in
teak, white,
black, oak & white
wash finishes.

Below: Hardwood Bunkbed

Complete with two safety
rails and ladder $429

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: September 3 through 10, 1990.

Right:

Wood and Canvas

Easy Chair by Doxey.
Mahogany, natural, green,
and white. $79
major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking

PORTLAND
BANGOR
ELLSWORTH
288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street. High Street
774·1322
942-6880
667·3615

RICHARD, PARK~, GALLERY

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints ~lus
Free film every day of the week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two convenient location s;
30 Ci,,' Celllcr, Porr/lI/lt/ • 772-7291i
7I US Row e / , Scarborough • 883-7363

Peoples Heritage
snags Sun Savings
On Sept. 17, Peoples
Heritage Bank acquired Sun
Savings Bank from the federal
agency that had seized it in
April. The acquisition adds 11
Southern Maine branches to
the 47 branches Peoples
already operates throughout
Maine.
According to John Menario,
Executive Vice Ptesident of
Peoples, the bank didn't pay
the feds a cent for Sun Savings. But Peoples is responsible for $270 million in Sun
Savings deposits that will be
converted to Peoples accounts.
Menario said there is a risk
that major Sun Savings
depositors will withdraw their
money but advantages of
increasing Peoples market
share far outweighed that risk.
Five Sun Savings branches in South Portland (Maine
Mall), Scarborough, Gray,
Auburn and Brunswick - will
be converted to Peoples
branches. The other six
branches in Southern Maine
"are being looked at in terms
of whether they will be
continued," Menario said. He
added that while many of Sun
Savings 80 employees will be
retained, others may be laid
off. If employees are let go,
they will be given "preferential hiring" treatment when
positions open at Peoples in
the future, Menario said. With
assets pegged at $2.5 billion,
Peoples remains the largest
bank based in Maine.

Turnpike-widening
opponents seek
referendum vote
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Environmental groups
opposed to the proposed
widening of the Maine Turnpike between Wells and
Scarborough hope to stop the
project with a citizen-initiated
referendum question.
Everett Carson, director of
the Natural Resources Council
of Maine (NRCM), said his
group is galvanizing with
Maine Audubon, the Maine
Sierra Club, the Maine Transportation Commission and the
Casco Bay Greens to form the
Campaign for Sensible Transportation. The coalition will
mount an educational and
signature-gathering effort
toward getting a question on
Maine's ballot. Voters will be
asked if they favor halting the
turnpike widening project;
redirecting the $100 million
earmarked for it to repair
roads and bridges throughout
the state; and creating a
transportation policy that
Carson said "puts wise
management, conservation

and environmental protection
at the top of our transportation priorities."
The group will need to
gather approximately 50,000
signatures to put the question
to Maine voters. Carson
predicts the effort will be "a
very tough uphill fight." He
said a group of pro-widening
advocates called the Maine
Committee to Revitalize the
Turnpike "will raise a lot of
money and put on a very
fonnidable campaign" to
thwart the environmental
groups' efforts. Carson expects
the question to appear on the
November, 1991, ballot

RailVision takes
Portland-toBoston train
service to ballot
A group that wants to get
passenger train service
between Portland and Boston
back on track is working to get
a referendum question on the
November 1991 ballot. John
Hume, president of the newly
formed RaiIVision, said that if .
his group collects approximately 50,000 signatures, a
ballot question will be posed
to Maine voters asking them if
they want to catch a train from
Portland to Boston. If voters
approve the initiative question, the Department of
Transportation(OOT) will be
directed to restore rail service
before June 1, 1993. Legislation
that would become effective if
the question is approved
directs the DOT to raise $40
million - most likely through a
bond issue - to pay for the
restoration.
Hume said that RailVision
has "extremely similar goals"
and many of the same members as TrainRidcrs/Northeast, a group that formed in
May of 1989 to stir public
awareness around restoring
train service. But TrainRidcrs
was granted non-profit taxexempt status and their efforts
must be more educational
than political, Hume said.
Hume said that RailVision
will collect signatures
throughou t the fall and
especially on election day this
November.

Local dairy closes,
blames Shaw's
Yarmouth's Old Tavern
Farm, Inc. shut down its 72year-old dairy after a milk
dispute soured its relations
with Massachusetts-based
Shaw's supermarkets.
"It came like a lightening
bolt out of the absolute blue,"
said Old Tavern co-owner
Robert Leonard of the Aug. 29

J

notification from Shaw's to
stop producing and packaging
milk for its Maine supermarkets. Leonard said Shaw's
inspectors had visited the
plant the day before, on Aug.
28, and noted among other
things that a wall was chipping paint, an employee was
wearing a hat instead of a
hairnet, and a milk defoaming
machine wasn't working to
their satisfaction. "No plant is
operated absolutely perfectly:'
said Leonard, adding the
conditions the inspectors
flagged ''had no influence on
the wholesomeness of the
milk."
''They did not meet the
standards required by
Shaw's," said Fred Hartz, Vice
President of Non-perishables
at Shaw's. Hartz said some of
the standards were so far from
being met that "we felt it
would put our customers in
jeopardy." Nevertheless,
Hartz said he was satisfied
enough that Old Tavern was
addressing the problems that
on Sept. 4 he told them they
could again supply to Shaw's.
But Leonard, meanwhile,
had laid off 25 of the 38
workers at the dairy when
Shaw's first told them to stop
producing for the supermarket. Leonard said Shaw's had
accounted for 86 percent of
Old Tavern's total milk sales
and it would have been
"atrociously expensive" to
retain a full crew to produce
only 14 percent of their
regular volume. The 13
employees remaining at Old
Tavern are manufacturing
plastic milk containers and
transporting dairy products.
Even before the dispute,
Shaw's had decided it would
expand to have more items in
their dairy case carrying the
Shaw's label. "We're in the
process of eval ua ling all
dairies in the State of Maine
for the sole purpose of seeing
who will supply Shaw's-Iabel
products," said Hartz. Even if
Old Tavern and Shaw's
relations hadn't deteriorated
this month, Old Tavern might
have been outbid in supplying
dairy products to Shaw's next
month. In the interim, milk in
Shaw's containers is being
produced and packaged at
H.P. Hood, Inc. in Portland.
''We're committed to doing
business with dairy farmers in
Maine and plan to do that
come hell or high water," said
Hartz.
Leonard said Old Tavern
would file a lawsuit "to
recoup the losses we've
suffered. Our reputation as a
business that has been existence since 1918 has been
destroyed, "

Roof hoopla forces
Cape school
superintendent
to resign
Cape Elizabeth School
Superintendent Daryl Pelletier
has resigned after taking heat
for a faulty construction
project at the Cape Elizabeth
Middle School. A roof constructed at the middle school
earlier this summer was tom
down after engineers and a
building inspector discovered
Continued on page 5

Long lasting, tropical

ORCHIDS

$15

5 stems attractil1ely
wrapped and delil1ered to
Portfand and Westbrook.
Cash or credit card.
'lIAtl"IXWNSIONS: II" H, Ii" IUMmR DOME

~~ BARTON'S

HARMON'S

~

584 Congress Street
Portland

,

117 Brown Street
Westbrook

774-5946

854-2518

OIMORA 26 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND MAINE 041 01
PORTLANO'S OI..D PORT

(201) n5-7049

MON 111-1 TUE 10·.

WEN 10-8

THR.,

FRllU·. SAf1G-9 SUN 12-5

All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.

-t-t-t-GraphicAid++-+Complete Graphic Services
110A Exchange Street. Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 772-0014

'
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'

ii:!!f,;i~.,
,

1. Complete Prepress Service
(We get advertising stuff ready so it can go to
a printer, magazine or newspaper)

~\t.\

,

1 50

\ t,\)

\\ t,\)\\)\
t,?;\\\)

~
~

I i~fi' • -1"'#I""1~~"":j""I-. '!1 ~ il] jJ Im:J! ~
- Artist's Proofs - Quick Business Copies
- Student Reports - Family Photos

2. Exclusive Swisscreen Halftones
(These make much nicer printed pictures
than normal)

3. Overnight Service
(Like bakers, we work while you sleep)

Need Help with; Design, Layouts, Mechanicals,
Typesetting, MAC Output...?

Q~N~B~If.Q,. !M!1G~.NfIj!.tig
774-4455
Market Street (next to the Oyster Club)
Old Port, Portland

DO
DON'T

A Havelock Group Company

cafe no
wl,ere 'he beat goes

011

LUNCH

SPEND A FORTUNE

in

15 Lunches for under flea.
Portland's Casual
but Elegant
LWlChing Spot

774-4200
31 MARKET STREET
PORTLAND
In the Portland Regency

portland

great music - great grub

wed 9-12 K. Barry Saunders
thur 9-13 Marguerite
Juenemann &
Gary Willner Duo
fri 9-14, sat 9-15 Steve Blum Trio
sun 9-16 Open Jazz Jam at the NO
4:30-8:30pm
tues 9-18 Gary Lawless
poetry reading
20 danforth st. - 772-8114

:I
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The ideal place to stage your advertising.

CoscoBov
'MEEKLY

Portland's best source for arts and entertainment listings.

CascoBav
~EEKLV
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LiZlS?

Volume 3, Number 37

Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument of
amrmunity understm!ding.

Editor II Publisher

Spendy? Hardly.

Monte Paulsen

Exciting? lines out the door.

A TOUCH OF THE SOUTHWEST

d. ~or·j;:~I~~~

Great Food? Raves.

News Editor
Andy Newman

Arts Editor

w.o. Cutlip

10 Exchange Street, Portland. 772-5119
Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 10-6, Thurs. till 8

The New York Times,
Maine Sunday Telegram
and New England
Montbly can't all be

Listings Editor
Ellen Liburl

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SAVINGS CELEBRATION
ON GLIDDEN QUALITY PAINTS

Photojournalist

wrong.

T01IlIe Hmbert

Only at Ltza's.

Production Manager
EIiss4 Conger

Production Artists
Laurie Spugnardi
Martha Clary

Layout Artist
Karm Gallagher

Circulation Manager
Robert Lord

Circulation
Deedet! l.ooIc, Drm Tonini

: Yes,
I
I
I
I
I
I

begin my subscription or gift subscription to Maille Times.

Gift (or own subscription ):
Name
Addrc·-ss- - - -- City

My~N~an~lc~-----------

-

-- -- -- - -

Addrcss
City
___ Statc(lip
. ...J S19.00 for now thru 6(7/Y1 in the U.S.
J Paymcnt enclosed
...J S25.00 for I ycar (51 wceks) in thc U.S.
...J BIll me
...J 522.50 for I ycar semor citilCn (62+) and studclll
...J Chargc m)
...J 513.()() for 6 months
VISA/MasterCard
Account No. - - -- - - -_ __ __ __ Exfl. Date
Signaturc_ _ _ _ _--:---:-_ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __
Clip and mail to:,

L

Stalc!Zip__

M..\.I I' El1 MES

Subscriptions. On~·M~·~·S~~~;:·T~p~·h~;. Maine 040g6
Telephone: (207) 729-0126 or (207) 865-6947 (from Ponland)

---------------------------~

I
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I
I
:
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OffIce Manager
Robyn Barnes
FAMOUS GLIDDEN
SPREDsSATIN LATEX
WALL PAINT

SPRED'"HOUSE PAINT
DURA-FLAT FINISH
ACRYLIC LATEX

-Colorful durable inside.
·Premium quality, easy cleanup.
·Best scrubbability of all leading
brands .

·Beatiful protection outside.
·Durable fmish that hides
surface defects.
·Resists blistering and peeling.

CELEBRATE THE SAVINGS ON BOTH SIDES
DURING OUR ALL·AMERICAN PAINT SALE
Exchange St. Hardware
19 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04141
775-1260

BuschUght
comes to
Maine

--._
C30 "-__ -",
.~

~

<C>~~

~'"'

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

fabulous food
~

~

~

Advertising Manager
Display Advertising
~ Greely, Milurt.ell ~

Contributing Editors

Custom colors may be slightly higher in price.

u

On Sept. 10, a group of artists, professors and students marched from the Portland School of Art to One City Center
to show their support for unrestricted reauthorization of the National Endowment for the Arts. Approximately 120
people marched, carrying signs that read, "Dolng nothing Is obscene" and "Freedom for the NEA." It was the flnt
day of classes at the art school. The NEA reauthorization Is due before Congress In early October.

HoUyLynn

Toki Oshima!illustration
Mike Quinn/sport
Ann Si/omer/silverscreen

Quality, that has always been
the trademark of Busch Beer
and now, that quality continues with Busch
Light. Here's an
amazing fact about
a current big league
baseball player, third
baseman Wade
Boggs of the Boston
Red Socks ... Boggs
batted .349 in his
rookie year of 1982
and then hit .361 in
1983 giving him a 2year combined batting average of .357-and that's a better start than almost any batter in major league
history... For instance, the greatest
hilter of all time--Ty Cobb-batted
Just .293 his first 2 seasons. New
Busch Ught is the perfect addition to an already strong family of Anheuser-Busch products. There was once a boxing
match that was won without a

single punch from either man! .. .lt
happened in a bout in 1943 in
England between Louis Fetters
and
Carmine
Milone ... At the bell
starting the first round,
Milone rushed toward
Ferrers so fast that he
lost his balance, fell,
struck his head on the
ring post, was knocked
unconscious and
counted out by lhe
referee before a punch
was thrown! Make
room for Busch and
now Busch Light.
Because one great beer deserves another. What was the
biggest crowd ever to attend a
college basketball game? .. The
record was set at the 1982 NCAA
tournament in the Louisiana
Superdome when the attendance
for the last game was 61,612.
canfor-Pick up--Take home
BuschUghtl

Maine
Street '90

Contributors
Lynm. Barry, Brenda Chandler, Wayne
Curtis, kUy Nelson, Morgan Shepard,
Roland Sweet, Don Rubin

Casco Bay Weekly
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issues may be purchased for $1 ~ lit
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Protest in mixed media

Continued from page 3

that it hadn't been built with
proper permits and was
structurally unsound. According to Peter Leslie, Chair of the
Cumberland County School
Committee, "We were pretty
sure that with a heavy snow
load or heavy wind that roof
might have come down."
Rebuilding the roof resulted in
classes beginning a day late
and middle school students
being shuffled around to
alternative classrooms.
Leslie said that as the
"CEO" in the school system,
Pelletier "is responsible in the
final analysis for the school
complying with all regulations." Leslie added that
Pelletier "decided that in the
best interest of the community
he should resign. And he did."
Pelletier will serve as
superintendent until Sept. 30,
when an interim superintendent will be appointed.

Retail sales drop
Mainers spent five percent
less on retail goods in the
second quarter of 1990 than
they did in the second quarter
in 1989, according to figures
released by the Maine State
Planning Office.
Retail spending dropped
from $2.34 million in AprilJune in 1989 to $2.23 million in
the same period in 1990; retail
sales in Cumberland County
dropped 11 percent, the
biggest drop of Maine's eight
economic districts, according
to Galen Rose, an economist
with the planning office.
Rose said that "interestrate-sensitive areas have been
hurt worst." Both the building
supply and automobile

markets suffered a 12 percent
drop. The most drastic drop in
retail sales was in the automobile market in the BiddefordSaco area, where revenues
plummeted 28 percent compared to the second quarter in
1989. That drop was no doubt
felt by John Pulsifer, owner of
Jolly John Ford-LincolnMercury Inc. in Saco, who
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on Aug. 27.
According to Rose, a weak
national economy, rising
unemployment and consumers spending cautiously will
cause spending to further
decline. "It's a virtual certainty
tha t the third quarter will be
down, too," he said.

Kennebunkport
records record
high ozone
Kennebunkport has had
more exposure to dangerous
levels of ozone than any other
community in Maine this
summer. According to Andy
Johnson of the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection's Air Bureau, there
are 10 stations in Maine where
levels of ground level ozone
are monitored continuously
from April 1-Oct. 1. The
station in Kennebunkport has
registered concentrations
exceeding federal safety
standards on five occasions more than any of the other
stations. It has also registered
higher concentrations of ozone
than any other station in
Maine. An ozone- monitoring
station at Two Lights State
Park in Cape Elizabeth
recorded levels exceeding
government standards twice
this summer.
Automobile exhaust is the
single largest contributor to
ground-level ozone, which
consists largely of hydrocarbons and nitrous oxides.
Johnson said that high levels

of ozone in Maine are not
from emissions produced
locally but rather are from
major cities southwest of
Maine such as Boston, Hartford, Baltimore and Washington, D.C. Northeast winds
"just pump those emissions
from that southern corridor
and up the coast... Even with
no cars in Maine, we'd very
likely have days over standards."
High levels of ozone
present problems to people
with asthma or emphysema.
People sucking in a lot of air
while exercising on a highozone day experience a
burning sensation in their
nasal passages, chests and
eyes.

Bowhunt petition
shot down,
bowhunters
approved
A group of citizens attempted to stop a bowhunt on
deer in Cape Elizabeth, but got
shot down themselves. And a
herd of bowhunters were
given the nod by town and
state officials to take part in
the hunt.
On Aug. lO, Cape resident
Laura Moore presented a
petition to the town council to
stop the bowhunt. The petition
was signed by 170 Cape
Elizabeth residents who
opposed the hunt but the
town council, which had given
the deer hunt final approval in
August, refused to reconsider
the hunt. Deer are more than
six times as plentiful per
square acre in Cape Elizabeth
than the statewide average
and are blamed for crop
damage and causing car
accidents.
On Aug. 9, 113 bowhunting
hopefuls who had been drawn
from a lottery or invited by
landowners gathered in Cape

Elizabeth. They took part in a
qualification session orchestrated by the Cape Elizabeth
Police and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife. The session required
the bowhunters to prove their
proficiency by shooting at
targets shaped like deer. Of
the 113 bowhunters who
showed up, 89 were given the
OK to partake in the hunt. The
24 who won't be allowed to
hunt either were poor archers
or were revealed to have
criminal records or a history of
hunting and fishing violations.
The hunt will take place
from Oct. l-Dec. 1 and
bowhunters will be able to
take down a maximum of
three deer of either gender.
Hunters will be allowed to use
only bows and arrows because
a Cape Elizabeth ordinance
restricts citizens from shooting
a gun anywhere in the town, a
major reason the deer herd is
so large.

Oooops
The Sep. 15 Sun Ra concert
will take place at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland, and not
at the Portland City Hall
Auditorium on Congress St.,
as listed in last week's calendar.

Supper Qub.
Lounge and late night menu
Tues-Thurs 5-1am
FrVSat 5-3am
in the Performing
Arts Center, Next to Zottz.
27 Forest Ave.

828-0005

A Day
of

Style
and

Rejuvenation
all for
$99. 95
:I AVEDA Aromathcrapy Facial
:I 1/2hr. Massage

Reported by Andy Newman

:I AVEDA Cosmetic Makeover

'*' Hair cut and Finish

, WEIRD NEWS:
..Terri Fulton has filed a
$250,000 suit against a Holiday Inn near Dayton, Ohio.
She says while spending the
night there she noticed
"another creature in bed with
her" that turned out to be a
big rat "eating my buttock."
Roland Sweet/AllerNet

:I I Hour Float (to relax)
:I Manicure and Pedicure

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

854-1365
Call for a free brochure

I 2 Westbrook Common
Westbrook. ME 04092
Gift certificates
available.
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WOMEN VS. THEIR BODIES

Healthy, wealthy
and wise
Health club discounts are now available to
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maine and
HMO Maine members. Ask your club
if they participate. Or, send in the
coupon below for a list of the clubs
involved.

i;
•

Continued from front page

I go alone to a dance club. It's a weeknight, not too
crowded. There Is another woman there by herself,
too, wearing a short skirt and cowboy boots. I get up
to dance sometimes and so does she. Men ask me to
dance. Men Join me without asking. Men put their
arms around me. No one approaches her. No one
dances with her. She's overweight. I'm not.

(

BlueCross
Blue Shield

,

of Maine

;A:

o

0

Your Partner For Life

...

Iihstyle
Management
Improving your health with
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maine

.---------Please send me more information
• about health club discounts

•

• Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
• Address

•

.~ooe

•

• Are you a Blue Cross & Blue Shield member? _ _ HMO member?
Mail to: Ellen I-iln Haasteren
•
Consulting Services
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
flO Free Street
Porrlund, ME 04101

•

L

-------------

•
•
•

..I

FREE

FITNEII
TEITING
W

K

membership
not required

September 17-21

Around the corner from the Food Court, that corridor in
the Maine Mall where grease and sugar mingle, where food is
lit up in neon, is the women's clothing store 16 Plus.
Teenagers, thinking the store name refers to age not size,
come into the store to look at the bright, snappy clothes .
When they see the sizes, they run off tittering, embarrassed.
If she's in the right mood, manager Maryellen Viney will
call after them, "You're not gonna get fat just because you
come in the store." Viney, who wears a size 16 or 18, says,
"It's hard to feel like we're a disease."
Up until about ten years ago, being overweight meant, for
one thing, wearing unflattering clothes - tents, sacks, polyester. A few department stores had a rack or two of larger sizes.
Shopping was mostly done through catalogues. "You had to
take what was there. I didn't have any hip clothes," laments
Viney, 26. "It's a shame we had to run around in polyester."
Males didn't fare much better. Tom Coffin, manager of the
Casual Male Big and Tall store near the mall, says when he
was growing up his closet had only navy and brown clothes
and nerdy-looking blue jeans with orange piping. He remembers the embarrassment and humiliation of having to go up to
a counter at JC Penney to ask for the catalogue with the bigger
sizes. "It sticks with you," he says.
In the past ten years, the number of stores selling only
larger sizes has exploded. 16 Plus has some 200 stores hugging the east coast.
"Someone got the big idea after awhile that there are more
of us than there are of you," says Viney. These stores carry
denim skirts, leather jackets, spandex pants, bathing suits,
lacy lingerie for women; suits, sweats, shorts, shirts for men.
"It opened up doors for us in all directions," says Linda
Maxwell, manager of Lane Bryant, another large-sized
women's clothing store in the mall. "Larger women can now
buy clothes for a picnic, an office, lingerie, whatever the
occasion," she says.
But making more clothes in larger sizes certainly hasn't
changed the messages the fashion industry sends out. Even
the Lane Bryant catalogue with clothes from size 16 to 4X has
skinny women parading across the pages. And just one step
outside of 16 Plus and Lane Bryant is the Mall, that millionsquare-foot shop-o-rama that screams, "Be thin! Be pretty!" at
every tum.
And more bigger clothes hasn't changed how people treat
and think about bigger people.
At Viney's five-year high school reunion, her classmates,
who as teenagers discounted her, still ignored her. "It's hard
to think that if you have something different about yourself
you'll be an outcast all your life," she says.
When Viney goes out she prefers waterfront bars where it
doesn't matter what you look like. She avoids Fore Street bars
where everyone tries to look one or two certain ways. She
shares an exasperated laugh with a co-worker, also size 16
plus, when asked about men. "They don't pay much attention
to us," she says.
Her exasperation turns to indignation: "People make so
much effort toward rain forests and plastic bags. Too bad they
can't get together and accept all people. If you look different
you're set aside."
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winter she stam taking on pounds. She has to buy
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the seconds line there are whispers. We peek at her
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Ours is a nation of weight watchers. We stand in the food
checkout line and glance at magazine covers offering an
endless stream of diets with increasingly absurd names - sun
sign diet, wise woman diet, n<>-diet diet. Women are told they
should look like the women emblazoned on the cover.
Men are told they should want the women on the cover.
The magaZines also offer new hair styles, new clothes, new
makeup, all implying that what we are now isn't good
enough and that we should change ourselves - first of all by
losing some weight.
All this while we're waiting to pay for food.
"Women have always thought about doing something to
change their looks," says Verne Weisberg, a plastic surgeon in
Portland who does two or three cosmetic surgeries a week. He
lifts faces, breasts and foreheads. He tucks eyelids, noses and
ears. He sucks fat off thighs.
"It's difficult and traumatic to be changing the way some-

one looks," says Weisberg, who preferred receiving broken
toys as a child so he could fix them. "We don't say, 'We're
gonna fix you up, you'll look like Cheryl Tiegs, you'll look
like Christie Brinkley.' Nobody looks like anybody but
themselves."
But the messages around us tell us that we should look
different, and that how we look means everything.
Weight loss ads, the ones where they show a grainy photo
of the person before the diet and a clear, stylized photo of the
person after the diet, tell us our lives will be better, we'll be
better people if we lose weight. The numbers of pounds and
inches lost are read with the same sense of victory as boxscore statistics from a winning baseball game. Weight loss is
an unquestionable good. No matter how much you weigh
now, less is better.
Sometimes those in pursuit of weight loss take drastic
steps. Maxwell at Lane Bryant says she's been large all her
life, had tried diets but still wasn't comfortable with her body.
That changed. "My body is comfortable with my self. My
weight doesn't hinder me," she says. Ten years ago Maxwell
dropped 130 pounds after having radical surgery that reduced the size of her stomach.
More often people join the pool of dieters and with each
diet increase their chances of developing an eating disorder.
In Maine there are 70 different meeting spots for Weight
Watchers, the grandmother of the weight loss industry that
started 27 years ago. There are some 800 members in Maine
who meet each week to discuss a topic, the same topiC that is
discussed at hundreds of meetings across the country, like
some nationwide mantra with thinness as nirvana.
Sharon Rand, 35, now earns her living based on the fact
that she lost a lot of weight. Eleven years ago she lost more
than 100 pounds and is still trim today. "Eleven years ago I
would have never stood in front of hundreds of people to talk
about weight. I couldn't even get up in front nf two people. I
was hiding at home in my bathrobe. I figured I'd be working
at McDonald's the rest of my life, eating my way to the top."
Now Rand is the public relations and special services
coordinator for Weight Watchers of Maine. Happy ending?
"It's not like I'm all better or I'm perfect. I have to work at it
all my life," she says. On top of that, Rand will lose her job if
she gains too much weight, a rule Weight Watchers has for its
employees who were all overweight members at one time.
Men get similar messages about which bodies are attractive
but the volume is lower, the messages less insistent than for
women. Tom Coffin, who lost 70 pounds, speaks for both men
and women. "The body image that you're supposed to look
like is getting narrower and narrower. Even if I lose more
weight I'll never be perfect," he says.
There are, of course, changes that accompany the shedding
of a large portion of your flesh, but it's not the ~ppily-ever
after scenario the diet ads portray. There's still that elusive,
thin perfection that is never quite reached. "You can't be too
thin," pronounced hollow-cheeked, 97-pound Helen Gurley,
editor of Cosmopolitan. Many people try to get to that place
of thin perfection as if it exists. Some die trying.

I'm substitute teaching and I've got playground duty.
I'm shivering In a patch of winter sun and two girls
come up to me and chatter, half to me, half to each
other. One girl, small even In a winter Jacket, says her
mom Is going to pay her for every pound she loses
that month. I ask her age. Ten.
In a small room in Westbrook Community Hospital,
cloaked in the egg smell of the S.D. Warren paper mill, six
intelligent, attractive young women sit around a table. They
all wear the plastic bracelets of hospitalization. They are here
because they can't feed themselves. They are part of the New
England Eating Disorder Program (NEED).
There's Suzanne, 22, who was called "Porky" as a teenager
and got to the point where she only felt comfortable eating a
few apples a day. There's Lea, 17, who saw a movie in health
class about bingeing and purging and tried it. There's Janine,
23, who as a fat child was teased and taunted and tried all
sorts of diets until she just stopped eating altogether. These
women are exceptional not because they have eating disorders, but because of the severity of their eating disorders.
The NEED program moved from its home in the adult
psychiatric unit at Jackson Brook Institute to its own place in
October 1988. '1f put in the general psych unit, the eatingdisorder patient looks like one of the staff but their needs are
very, very great. They can fall through the cracks," says
clinician Carol Crosby.
No one slips through the cracks now. The group has
scheQuled activities from 6:30 in the morning till 5 at night.
There are three meals a day. At meal time, no talk about
calories or complaints about food are allowed. After each
meal, patients take an hour to fill out rr..ood-monitoring sheets
about how it felt to eat. The average stay is 30 days. One 14year-old stayed five months. All this to learn how to feed
themselves.
Deb, who has shrunken herself from a size 14 to a size 3,
still sees herself as fat. "I like wearing baggy things because I
feel better," she says. The other slender women nod their
heads. They see themselves as fat.
Except Karen. She is leaving the program the next day. She
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vents her anger and frustration at all the time she's lost to
bulimia. "We don't do anything else. We are interested only
with what we're eating and not eating. You limit your actions
and your thinking to calories and food and weight and let
everything else go. We've handicapped ourselves so that we
don't feel acceptable. We're not bodies, we're people."
There is actually a power that comes from depriving
oneself, a sense of accomplishment. Deb, who was called
"Moose" when she was younger, started losing weight slowly
until someone commented on it and she found the confidence
to lose more. "You want to get better and keep doing it. I'd
feel proud of myself for not eating. But I couldn't think or
remember and I got really tired," she says. A sense of selfworth can grow out of a shrinking body, an identity based on
the loss of body.
'Their value is in their thinness. It's hard to let go of that
because they're hollow. They become almost like ice, they
don't feel. It's almost like being dead," says Crosby. The fear
of gaining weight becomes scary and threatening. "To gain
weight is to lose one's identity, to step into a black hole."
Crosby says of the eating-disorder population in general
that one third will recover and be free of food obsessions.
Another third will continue with eating problems but will be
able to function. The last third won't be able to function. Half
will die, unable to feed themselves or be fed.
Eating disorders are reaching epidemic proportions. "It's a
screaming out by women. It's kind of a fighting back," says
Crosby. "It may get so huge that a real change will happen."

But none of this is really about food or eating or bodies.
Women have always filled the role of feeding others.
As the round, curvaceous bodies acceptable in the '405 and
'50s gave way to Twigginess, the message women received
changed. Now they hear, "Feed others but don't eat it yourself." Women are told to deprive themselves of the sustenance
(read love and nurturance) they give to others.
'The basic need is to be loved and you think you need to be
thin to get that. If you're sick it's never enough," says Karen,
who went through the NEED Program.
The women's movement of the '60s fell short of freeing
women from body.image problems and obsessions. There's
just a new body type that's "in." As women have entered the
male business world, the expectation is for female bodies to be
angular, minimizing femininity. The measurements of Miss
Americas and Playboy centerfolds diminished steadily from
the mid-'60s to the mid-'80s.
The Superwoman type that emerged is told she can make it
in the world, she can have it al1- except too much food. "We
live in a world that says have plenty, but it's not for you
because you have to be thin," Crosby says. But it's not just
Superwomen who experience conflict with their bodies.
"I think that women learn from very early on that the way
they present themselves is absolutely crucial to their survival.
But they never learn how to do it from the inside," Susie
Orbach, author of Fat Is A Feminist Issue, commented in a
recent interview. 'The really insidious thing is that women
who look very much within the normal range are walking
around with body-image problemsi it's not just anorexics or
women who are obese," Orbach said.
lisa Bussey, a therapist specializing in eating disorders and
body image, has many women, with all sorts of bodies, walk
into her office and say they don't like their bodies, even hate
their bodies. 'They're waiting to look in the mirror and like
what they see but that's impossible because they look in the
mirror and see everything they don't like about themselves,"
she says.
"All the internal stuff is much harder to acknowledge. But
a waist, a thigh is measurable and seems like control. It's a
convenient vehicle to put anything negative on your body. It's
so difficult to get in touch with feelings. We're putting all our
feelings onto something we can get in touch with," Bussey
says.
She says some of her clients are so disconnected from their
feelings and body signals that they don't even know when
they're cold or hot or when they need to go to the bathroom,
let alone when they are truly hungry.
"So much of this is non-verbal. You don't have to deal with
words when you eat and when you throw up. But you don't
have to do it symbolically. You can do it directly." Bussey
tries to help women find a voice for the emotions that are
being coped with through food.
Bussey doesn't see eating disorders as a disease or an
addiction but as "an incredibly understandable way to stuff
feelings." She says that when the voice gets cut off from the
body, the body becomes the enemy, a battlefield for internal
struggles.
But the body can be reclaimed, body and voice reunited.
"Find that treasure chest inside," says Bussey, tapping her
chest. "Find something else you want to value."

Kelly Nelsort is a size tert, but hasn't always thought so.
AnyOrte cart reach NEED at 761'{)128.
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AT LAST! HAIR CARE
THAT'S BEDER
THAN NATURAL
Nature and science. Only Systeme
Biolage captures the virtues of
both to create a whole new level
of fitness for your hair and scalp.
Come, rediscover the legendary
powers of herbal remedies. Indulge in the uplifting effects of
Aromascience~MNow your hair can
have old-fashioned beauty ... and
still cope with modern-day stress.

Light coffee and safe sushi
Recent findings debunk
some of the most popular
medical myths of the 'BOs.
This February, some inventive scientist discovered that
people who eat oat bran may
see their cholesterol drop
simply because they're eating
cereal instead of bacon and
eggs. In other words, any
high-fiber, low-fat diet might
yield the same results.
Another study suggested that
oat bran may help only those
with exceptionally high
levels of blood-cholesteroli
those with moderate levels
may see no change at all.

medical question produces
only one of many pieces of
evidence needed.
Third, the studies themselves are often a bit thin.
Some are preliminary,
conducted on a small number
of peoplei some don't control
the rest of the participants'
diets and daily habitsi some like cancer studies on chemicals - suggest that people will
react the way laboratory
animals do, an assumption
which is not always true.

The facts of life
These reversals illustrate
three scientific facts of life

tha t we often forget.
First, knowledge about
human health is still surprisingly primitive. In a recent
report reviewing all available
literature on the standard
physical exam, Dr. Sylvia
Oboler of the University of
Colorado found that, without
noticeable symptoms, only
one of the poking and
prodding and chest-thumping maneuvers yields accurate information: the search
forlumps in women's
breasts. In one study, doctors
had tried to detect diabetes
by examining patients' eyes.
They were wrong 74 percent
of the time. New York doctor
Paul Frame told In Health
magazine, "Frarkly, if the
person feels all right, I'm not
looking for anything. I do it
because it makes people feel
cared for:' Dr. Norton
Hadler, a noted University of
North Carolina
rheumatologist, further
believes that the source of
most back pain is still a
mystery, and that much of
the money people spend on
back doctors is wasted.
Second, medical discoveries are rarely definitive. As
demonstrated by what some
have called "the oat bran
scam," a scientific study on a

Casco Bay Weekly's
WELLNESS issues are as
vulnerable to the uncertainties of medical science as any
publication, gleaned as these
news items are frQm the
nation's health journals. CBW
reported oat bran's apparent
benefits when they were first
"discovered," and has
continually listed foods and
vitamins that scientists think
may lower blood cholesterol
levels or fight off various
diseases.
In recent years, however,
it's been clear that these
findings take on a life of their
own, producing shifts in
people's nabits that move far
beyond the original information. CBW has made an
effort, therefore, to report as
many studies that debunk
myths as those that create
them, and to avoid conclusions that aren't well-confirmed.
This story, in honor of the
oat bran expose, is dedicated

entirely to the health
establishment's recent
reversals. Of course, some of
these secondary studies are
themselves limited. We can
all eagerly await still more
turnabouts in the months to
come.

Light drinking
You may recall reports
that moderate drinking, such
as one glass of wine a day,
was good for you. Supposedly, it protected people from
heart attacks and, scientists
recently found, it raised
blood levels of HDL cholesterol, the good kind that
actually wards off heart
disease. Well, a British study
in 1988 found no positive
effects associa ted wi th Iigh t
drinking.
And now, according to the
University of California at
Berkeley, researchers have
discovered that there are
several types of HDL, and
that the one raised by modest
drinking probably doesn't
protect your heart. (The
researchers think the abstainers in the first study included
people with health problemsi
they may later have had
more heart attacks than the
moderate drinkers.)

Light coffee
Speaking of drinking and
cholesterol, did you catch the
recent "discovery" that
decaffeinated coffee may
raise LDL, the "bad" type of
blood-cholesterol? Apparently this conclusion was
drawn from one of those
studies that was too limited
and too polluted by other
factors to be reliable.
The initial study, by
Stanford University scientists, followed a mere 181
men who drank regular
coffee. Then, after a third of
them switched to decaf for
two months and a third
Corttirtued OK p"ge 10
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dropped coffee altogether,
the decaffers showed a
minute rise in LDL - 5 to 10
miUigrams. Unfortunately,
the decaf and regular coffees
were made from different
types of coffee beans, the
decaf being the stronger.
Even the Stanford lead
researcher, H. Robert
Superko, acknowledged,
"Since this is the first study
of its kind, it is too soon to
make any definite choices
about coffee drinking."
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Aspicy blend Acrunchy,
of chick peas, high protein
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Light aerobics
Low-impact aerobics
classes can be useless.
According to two universities, many of these classes,
supposedIy the perlect
answer to the more vigorous,
joint-jarring aerobics classes
that health clubs first popularized several years ago,
actually offer no real exercise.
A Ball State University study
of sedentary men and women
found absolutely no improvement in fitness after
taking one-hour, low-impact
classes for 14 weeks. In fact,
people who switched to lowimpact classes from regular
aerobics actually suffered a 5
percent loss in fitness.
Meanwhile, Auburn University researchers found that
people's hearts beat so slowly
during low-impact classes
that they burned fewer than
five calories per minute -less
than half the rate that's
needed for aerobic benefits.
(Auburn determined that any
class should get a person's
heart to at least 150 beats per
minute for 45 minutes. But
optimum heart rates can't be
generalized to everyone.)

the University of California
Wellness Letter, "you might
be better off reading the
word 'natural' as a warning
ra ther than a reassurance."
The Center for Science in
the Public Interest is now
pushing the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration to
require its first forthright
food labels. If you like the
idea, write CSPI, Food
Labeling Project, 1501 16th
St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Eating chemicals
Closer to home, the Maine
Organic Farmers and Growers Association (MOFGA)
says Maine supermarkets
"flunk" produce labeling
laws.
New produce labeling
laws effective in Maine
require supermarkets to post
a sign near produce that has
been treated with pesticides
or sprout inhibitors after
harvest. The laws also
require supermarkets to affix
country-of-origin labels on
produce that comes from
countries using pesticides
illegal in the U.s. But according to MOFGA, Maine
supermarkets have "flunked"
compliance with the laws.
MOFGA reports that
volunteers made 31 visits to
21 stores throughout Maine
in August and gave them
three "F's" and one "D" on a
scorecard rating the stores'
compliance with the state
laws. Stores were "graded"
on whether they had appropriate labels on produce,
whether volunteers were
informed within 24 hours of
an inquiry about which
chemicals had been sprayed
on their fruits or vegetables,
and whether the supermarkets made available Maine
Department of Agriculture
brochures explaining the
laws.
Volunteers who want to
rate their own supermarket
can do so by sending a selfaddressed, stamped envelope
for a scorecard to MOFGA,
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta ME
04338. They also can pick up
scorecards at MOFGA's
Country Ground Fair at the
Windsor Fairgrounds from
Sept. 21-23.

Natural hoax
Labeling hoaxes were the
topic of a story in CBW's last
WELLNESS issue (7.5.90).
Sadly, things are getting no
better at the supermarket.
"Natural" can still mean
highly processed and loaded
with mean stuff. There
continue to be almost no
rules on what a food must be
to warrant the term "natural." Most "natural" food can
therefore contain large
amounts of fat, preservatives
and artificial flavorings.
Only meat and poultry
-must be minimally processed
and free of artificial ingredients. With other foods, said

Pond scum
Acidophilus, bee pollen
and spirulina are organic but they may also be worthless.
According to some health
practitioners, especially
organic-food store workers,
acidophilus restores the
proper balance of intestinal
bacteria, stimulates digestion,
produces B vitamins and
helps prevent viruses and
colon cancer. According to
the New York-based magazine Environmental Nutri-

tion, the supplement is often
ineffective. To work, people
must also consume lactose, a
milk sugar, which many
avoid. And the ingredients in
acidophilus pills, the magazine said, are quite inconsistent.
Similarly, bee pollen has
long been touted as a unique
source of protein and a boost
to athletic performance that
can slow aging; relieve
allergies; and treat arthritis,
colitis, prostatitis and constipation. In fact, says Environmental Nutrition, controlled
tests on athletes have shown
no benefits. "It is potentially
dangerous to those with
allergies and those who
suffer from gout or have
kidney problems. No substantive evidence supports
any claims made."
Spirulina, promoted as
another rich source of
protein, Vitamin B-12 and
other nutrients, a weight
reducer and a palliative to a
range of maladies, according
to the magazine, is "essentially pond scum." It is a rare
source of 8-12. But, according
to one expert, the 8-12 may
be in a form people can't use,
and may interfere with
normal 8-12 metabolization.
The magazine listed four
other supplements promoted
for their restorative powers,
which it maintains have not
proven their worth: chlorophyll, germanium, ginkgo
biloba and gymnema
sylvestre.

A hoUstic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
profeSSional experienced in
conventional medicine.
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KRIPALU YOGA
Meditation-in-Motion
• A unique blend of hath a yoga
postures and raja yoga meditation
• A gentle, healing practice
integrating body, mind and spirit

Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
Therapeutic Massage
"-

FALL SESSION SEPT. 12 - NOV. 16

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

All classes held at On Center, Suite 312, 222 St. John St. Portland

For information: Kim Chandler 828-0625

Safe sushi
Sushi may not be so
dangerous after all. A few
years ago, when sushi bars
were the rage, some poor
yuppie ended up on the
operating table after a sushi
dinner and was found with a
1-1/2 inch worm in his
stomach. In fact, says Tufts
University, that particular
worm is quite rare in sushi.
Another 40-0dd cases of raw
fish parasites have been
reported since 1980. However, most were linked to
homemade sushi, rather than
reputable restaurants, and
most were passed easily.

*
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AMILY
PRACTICE

WATER QUALITY?
chlorine, lead,
manganese,
sulfur, bad taste
and odor, etc.

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
AdI#WPt;dilltri& Medicine - Office Gynecology
Mllnlpullltion - PreJOetltiltive Medicine

222 St.

St., Suite #322

642-3800
'much cheaper than bottled water

Miracle
Walke
Some people call them a
walking miracle.
Whatever you call them,
if you knew what they
felt like, you'd be
wearing them now.

lind CBW News Editor Andy

Newman. OppcrJreimn's reporting
011 health issues has tlppUred in
most of CIlsco &y Weekly's
WELLNESS issues.

I HERE'S TO YOUR HEALTH!

2 FOR 1
When you buy a salad or a sandwich
we'll give you a second one FREE
Iequal price or less) with this coupon,

expires 9/30

not good on deliveries

Lite, Delicious and Nutritious
JOftr

~oJesf.e

Whole grain breads A~TPl'(;:'i~

BON

your Birlcenstock store

SOUPS - SANDWICHES - SALADS

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601

I...................................................................
, 0 Moulton St. • Open 7am - 9pm • 774-4342 J:

Health care

This report !DillS prqxzrtd by
freelJma writer Todd Oppenheimer
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CB W iI/ustration(Toki Oshima

Clear
Solutions

Clear Solutions...
IThe Clean Water and Air Company 11

Maine·871-

Bi..kendod(·

Amidst all these health
fads, there is one solid idea
that is slowly catching on:
national health care.
Casco Bay Weekly's last
WELLNESS issue (CBW
75.90) reported on "patient
dumping" and other misfortunes of the more than 37
million U.S. citizens who
have no health insurance.
Stephanie Wasserman
reported on the proposals by
Physicians for a National
Health Program (PNHP),
which call for a "cradle-tograve" national heal thinsurance program similar to
Canada's.
On Sept. 5, Neil Rolde, the
Democrat challenging U.S.
Sen. Bill Cohen for his seat in
Washington, outlined the
national health care proposal
on which he is building his
campaign. Rolde's plan,
based on the PNHP proposals, would create one agency
to coordinate payment of
health coverage, but would
allow individuals to continue
to choose their own doctor or
hospital.
Said Rolde, '1 believe the
failure of OUT health care
system is one ot the greatest
threats to America's security."

x

clean,
good tasting
water! "

simple, affordable, reliable, water treatment products [or home and office

Walk-In and by Appointment

Huv- Inventory, expert fitting. rr..ilotder nlltlDnwide, COmplete ~r MNk:e.

Calcium and Vitamin D
supplements may not help
many older men.
The federal Recommended
Daily Dietary Allowances, or
RDAs, recently upped the
amount of calcium young
adults between the ages of 18
and 24 should take from 800
to 1,200 mg a day. Nonetheless, calcium needs may vary
according to a number of
factors.
In one trial study, Oregon
Health Sciences University
found that older men lost
more bone mass than scientists had previously believed
they would. If the men were
malnourished, the university
found that calcium and
Vitamin D supplements did
slow bone loss. However,
they also found that if the
men were well-nourished,
the supplements had little
effect.
Meanwhile, other scientists have found that exercise,
even moderate exercise by
aging men or women, helps
slow bone loss considerably.
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Slow bones

I, II

Relax with tapes and CDs
by Maine's own New Age
Music Master,
Ed Van Fleet of
Rockport.
~

UMP UP THE BOD
3 MONTHS IS ALL IT TAKES TO SEE
DRAMATIC RESULTS I

T

A delightful blend of
acoustic & synthesizer
instruments with sounds
of nature.
~

Recorded in Maine.

Union Station
Fitness Depot
The Total Health and Fitness Center
Fint Atlantic Building.

422 Fore Street, Old Port'" 761-5690'" 10-6 Mon-Thurs, 10-9 Pri-Sat, 12-5 Sun

nz St. John St.

879,9114
Bored with the
same old routine?
The next STEP in
aerobics has arrived!

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

Pasta is
Perfect!
Low In Fat. Low in Cholesterol.
High Energy and Great Tastel

CHECK OUT OUR VARIETIES OF PASTA AND
HOMEMADE SAUCES TO COOK AT HOME
IN 5 MINUTES!

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open

Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30

STEP Reebok \
Aerobics
althe YWCA
with Leslie Baker,

STEP Reebok & IDEA
certified instructor.

• Lowlmp,ct/high

Intensity workout

• Th, high" th, STEp,
th,
th, wottoutl

int'I1$''''

12

CIlSCO

&y Wukly

or lower the walking surface
to achieve the desired degree
of difficulty), even a nervous,
bored and hypochondriac
walker could buy a different
Gore-Tex rain suit for each
day of the week, pick up a
Sony Watchman and still
have enough money left over
to purchase a pair of fullgrown guard dogs trained to
eviscerate on command.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Accidental
Discovery May
End Obesity
Washington - Obesity may be
controlled naturally with a new
type of pill, discovered by
accident, a research scientist
confirmed recently.
In studies, scientists noted an
unusual side effect. Patients
recieving an ingredient in what
is now being called FS-l all lost
weight, while body weight in
control
groups
remained
constant.
Scientist say the mechanism
behind the weight reduction is
not clear, but suggest it is
partially due to a decrease in
the intestinal absorbtion of
calorie-rich
dietary
fats .
Although scientists for some
time have known of substances
with the capability of producing
this effect, the dramatic impact
on weight reduction was not
known until recently.
The director of research and
develo pment
at
National
an
Dietary
Research,
organization committed to the
Investigatio n and research of
nutritional solutions to world
wide health problems, stated,
"The mechanism by which FS-l
works to decrease body weight
is actually a more complex and
sophisticated process called
nutri-bonding. When chewed
and swallowed immediately
before meals, FS-l releases
nutrients with low calorie
contents into the body, while
high-caloric fats are eliminated,
thus
providing
optimum
nutrition and a minimum
number of calories."
Studies with FS-l indicate
weight loss results clearly
superior to products currently
available for the treatment of
obesity. In a comparative study
by NDR, whose research topics
have been the subject of articles
published in recent medical and
nutritional journals, FS-l was
found to be the most effective
treatment for obesity and the
most acceptable to patients.
The discovery coll)es as
welcome news to thousands of
obesity sufferers waiting years
for this type of breakthrough.
According to a spokesperson at
NOR, "FS-l can be made
available
to
the
public
immediately, because it is not a
drug and contains only natural
ingredients recognized as safe,
a drug with essentialy the same
weight loss capabilities might
take as long as eight years to be
available, due to the lengthy
delays encountered in the
approval process.. FS-l is
currently available on a limited
basis through physicians and
pharmacies. A instruction sheet
for proper use and· optimum
results is provided with each
bottle of 1()() tablets.
Food Source One is available in
chocolate , vanilla or strawberry.
Only 524 .98
Food Source One is available at:

Downcast Super Pharmacy
568 Congress street
Ponland, ME 773-7016

The Freeport Pharmacy
7 Middle Street
Freeport, ME 865.{i324
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acupuncture

counseling

hea ling and bodywork

nutrition

ACUPUNC11JRE 218 St.1e Street
HEAL11I CARE
Po...... nd. ME
Sheldon R.F. Ganberg
775-5020
D. Ac., Dip!. Ac. (NCCAA), Director

Carrie Petel'8on MA, MS

BODY. MIND
SPIRIT • INTEGRATION

NUfRITION SOLUI10NS

ACllpM"'IUW, on..tai A..rIHaI GAd
tI.. ...". IIt.n.py for ...._
.., for
CN-oPiU! & aeKt. ilhceu.. aNI _j...n..

So long, Soloflex

I
I
1,

The pumped-up home fitness market
In a country that has
developed to the point where
its masses need to be reminded to devote half an
hour three times a week to
some sort of physical motion,
home health equipment is a
vital concern.
Vital enough, anyway, that
concerned U.S. citizens will
spend more on rebuilding
their bodies than on rebuilding Eastern Europe.
It is paradoxical, then, that
the pumped-up home fitness
market has little to do with
this country's commitment to
good health. Instead,
America's love affair with
home exercise equipment
may say more about our
desire to escape from regular
exercise.

The Flxx
There are two types of
fitness. The first is muscular
fitness - exercise that is
designed to make you look
good. It operates on the same
principle as the "hearts and
minds" strategy employed by
the United States in the
Vietnam War: In order for the
huget area to be considered
healthy, you must first
destroy it. Even in the best of
gyms, this involves lifting or
pulling heavy objects over
and over and over again euphemistically called
"repetitions" - the goal of the
"athlete" being to violently
tear body's tissue, which will
then heal and look healthy.
The second kind of fitness
is aerobic, and it offers more
potential for variation. The
idea is still to work a muscle,
the heart. Although the heart,
like any other muscle, needs
exercise to become stronger,
it is also an involuntary
muscle. That means that to
exercise it, you have to
conduct your routine in a
roundabout way. This
basically involves moving the
body until you break into a
sweat. Aerobic exercise

includes everything from
triathlons and three-hour
handball to vigorous bowling.
Though there have always
been health exhibitionists,
machines purporting to
promote good health in the
home have existed for
decades. Bullworkers (also
known as Big Springs with
Wooden Handles on the
Ends) were advertised in the
back of comic books years
ago. Charles Atlas and Jack
LaLanne urged lonely beachloiterers to bunch their
muscles long before 'the word
Nautilus came to be associated with big biceps.
Still, most fat people
blame the boom in mass
fitness on jog-till-your-heartstops proponent Dr. Jim Fixx.
As Arnold Palmer did for
golf, the doctor has earned
the honor of being the first to
persuade a really big group
of people to participate in an
activity that is tremendously
boring. Ironically, it was
exactly because of that tedium
(and the unfortunate convergence of videocassette
recorders and Jane Fonda),
rather than any sprouting
love affair with good health,
that the home fitness industry took off. For it was only a
matter of time before the
joggers, newly addicted to
their own endorphins and
$100 designer sneakers but
bored to tears with the
pounding monotony of
running, began searching for
alternate forms of selfpunishment.

Flabby fallacies
No one argues that the
vast majority of fitness
equipment on the market
isn't good for you - when it is
used. And therein lies the
first faulty premise of home
exercise. In 1988 a company
called American Sports
Analysis surveyed 15,000
households on their home

The only
difference between
routine exercise
and working
in a warehouse
is that in the
latter case,
you get to join
a union.
health equipment usage. The
good news, the survey
revealed, was that more than
six million people owned a
home gym and had used it at
least once. The bad news was
that only 1.8 million - about
one-third - used the equipment regularly.
The pattern was hardly
confined to home gyms. With
rowing machines, fewer than
13 percent of the home
athletes pulled their oars on a
routine basis. Only 22 percent
of stationary-cycle owners

pedaled regularly. A mere 14
percent strode their treadmills more than twice each
week, and scarcely one in 10
climbed their stair machines
with any kind of frequency.
The lesson? For athletes
who find it necessary to build
their workouts around a
$5,000 motorized stair
machine, there can be no real
choice between routine
excl<cise and comfort.''The
flesh," notes Sebastian
DiCasoli, director of marketing services for the Sporting
Goods Manufacturing
Association, which commissioned the study, "is weak."
So why the surge in exercise
machine sales? "It's somewhat of an ego boost," he
explains. "Visitors come into
the house a~d you can say,
'Look at me, I'm healthy and
fit; there's my machine.'"
The falsehood being sold
by the home exercise hawkers is that expensive workout
equipment offers something
that traditional modes of
fitness attainment cannot. On
the surface, of course, this is
silly. Cross-country ski
machines mimic skiing, stair
machines mimic stairclimbing, and so on. Even the
less obvious arguments seem
dopey.
Take treadmills, for
example. To their credit,
salespeople have persuaded
home health enthusiasts that
walking in the dining room is
safer than walking outdoors.
It's not susceptible to the
vagaries of the weather and,
most important, it's convenient. You can watch Oprah
while strutting on the moving belt.
Even so, it is only a matter
of time before people discover that, for the price of an
average treadmill (the $4,000
Trotter will break down your
walk according to time
elapsed, distance covered
and calories expended, and it
has 72 programs that increase
or decrease speed and raise

,.

It is true tha t machines
offering an odd twist or a
"new concept in home
fitness" will always seduce
the indoor athlete. Yet the
inherent dullness of routine
exercise renders such marketing coups fleeting. The sleek
post-modern design and
novel rubber-band resistance
scheme of the Soloflex (not to
mention the company's
studly advertising guy)
temporarily uncorked the
sweat glands of fitness
trainers. But a quick scan of
the classified advertising
section of the local paper
shows that dozens of the
once-popular machines are
being resold by fickle indoor
athletes.
The strength of the home
fitness business lies in its
ability to provide ever-newer
and more unusual activities
to divorce the exerciser from
the tedium of exerciSing.
Thus, it isn't surprising that
the latest "advances" in the
equipment - video screens,
say, or electronic heartbeat
and calorie monitors - have
less to do with helping one
exercise more efficiently than
with attempting to engage
the brain while the body
slogs through the workout.
"The reality," concedes
DiCasoli, "is that some
people have to be prodded
on by gizmos."
Real jocks, however, who
work out with 6,000 pounds
of free weights, wear torn Tshirts and deny that they use
steroids, recognize such
reasoning as fallacious. They
know that a home fitness
program, if it is to be successful at all, must be approached
with all the enthusiasm and
anticipation of digging a
ditch. They know that some
fancy home fitness machine
would only distract from the
task at hand. They know that
the only difference between
routine exercise and working
in a warehouse is that in the
latter case, you get to join a
union.
People who take their
fitness seriously know that
the equipment is secondary
to the workout. They know
that if they are unwilling to
walk outside they are unlikely to tread a high-tech
walk simulator.
For the real athlete,
convenience is not an issue.
She or he will spend hours
running up and down the
stadium steps - and with any
luck, will eventually throw
up from the exertion. The real
athlete can then take comfort
in the knowledge that it isn't
going to stain the living room
carpet.
Eric Dexheimer

.elf-Bole""" reloUonolaip.
GndACOA ........
inJividu4l, couple., /youp'

50 Lawn Ave

Portland ME

773-9625

Lisa Love, BSN, RN

Childlight Center
WholisLic Learning for Children
87 IDgh Slreel, Porlland

Marilee Mu8le ....

individua~.

couples or groups
Troll.lidoru & Lo... CodepenJ..ru:y
Mothe .. Klho don 'I lit>e
Klith their childn<n
10 Lew;" Slreet

Pord.nd. Maine

773-2622

Christina Lyons
mlUltlage lherapisl
,eltvralioll fr..
for _ n in
a COlltlenienl Weol End lacalion
AMTA
775-2190
member

aIms,.,.

Chiropractic
Nalural Heallh Cenler

creative arts therapy

Reflexology

Caroline Loupe, MA

Gentk soothing massage
of du feet and hands

Registered Dance Therapisl
1 nJi"idnal & Group P.,.clwtherapy

Dr. Karen Danko DC, ND

cla..u in Tai Chi Ch.,on
& Auihentic Movement

..Jwliolic clt.iroprvc'ie
ftQJaropou.y

475SIevenoAve
Porlland ME

-

871-8274

772 5131

fitness

counseling

Pamela Richards, CMT
775-6636

The Clanic PhY'ique
U!ilh a Train.ing Edge

Brooke A1exander, MDiv

Stephen D. Andel'8on, MS

puloraI cOllllOeling
inJiviJ.uJa, IVO"I'" & couple.

Pe ....onal Filne88 Trainer
Wellne88 Co""ullanl

addiction & codependency

Ease tension • Promote health
646-1503
Enrlchlng Therapeutic Massage
Swedish· Accupressure • Escalon
Nourishing and Relaxing

-

Rebecca J. Stephans
massage lherapi81

781-5041

by appointmenl only
HEART AT WORK
LifeWORK
counseling and consullation
Barbara Sirois Babkirk, MEd, NBCC
56B William Sireel
Portland, ME

797-8180

INSIDE OUT
Complete penonal exerci.e preacriplionl
to enhance your quality of life.

Diane Demos

761-0071

883-0.53

persooallVowth • wellness
polarity therapy. nutrition
omega energy system

Lisa Bussey MA, CEDT
for eating and
body image inue.
and IDO~Il'. u.u.e.

232 St. 101m St
Suite 220

Portl.nd ME

bodylight

susan stone

Personal Trainer

775-7927

Coastal

...".......,. ah...e

.......
CounseUng '""riI4l&f.".;ly
••......tdy./.._Iio ...

Associates

772-5581
adulu, adole",e,,", children
5350"".0 Ave
aJlinsurance
Portland ME
accepted

AMTA Cerlified
prof..."'",uIlt.,..,....1ic _ _ for
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Porlland ME

Donna Gacetta MS

2 CU8lom HoulIC Wharf
Portland ME
772-6892

Human
Development
Consultants

Portl.nd ME

712-0664

Belle KalllCka8 Ed.D
Diane Lemay Ed.D
inJividu4l, /youp and couple.

Naomi Kroulokken, MA
howlic co .....eling
p.ycho.ynd",."
pol4rily lherapy
142 H~Sl
Portland, ME

booywork 10 balance life
energie8 for healing & weD-being
WIDow Femmechild, RN

775-7798

Kathleen McKuai MA

Jungian based
Therapy for Women

799-4927

Life
892-1689

Paul Marks

Nutrition for the
Whole Person
education & counseling
for tbe wbokfamay
Elizabeth Patten, MS,ID

865-1988

psych i c/spi ritua I
Tarot/Energy Field Readings
from a Spiritual Perspective

Regina Schaare, MA
729-0241

publications

Web of Light

Charlene Telenar

LOOK FOR f1m~ corms
IN YOUR LQCAL AREA

mlUltlage lherapist
memberAMTA

OK CALL 625·7447

854-3943
775-1160

linden Thigpen
CMP since 1977
Tberaj>ftUtc Massage
Lympbaltc Drat_ge

survivors of physlcal and
emotional abuse '" trauma.

Yearly SubscripUons- $15

speech pathology
W. Jean Armstrong, MS,CCC·SP/L
licensed and certifled
Speech/Language Pathologist
providing euaJuation & tberopy for
language, jlwmcy, voice & speech
disorders for pre-school, scbool...ged
and adults

879-1886

INTRODUCTORY SPEOAI. $;W/bour
regularly $40/hour a $SS/hour 112
Gilt ~
by appointment
142 IUgh Street, ISIS
775-1010
comer of Congress & High Stree,.

Mary C. Woodward
massage therapist

874-2932

142 Rig!. St.
Suile532

Energy for

Mon·Fri Sam-7pm, Saturday Sam·2pm

Polarity Therapy
for women

inJivid.ud., couple., onu:dl gro..p.

IIIIue8 of IICIf-esleem

761-1974

Groups to start tbis week

Southern Malne's Only Paper
on Whollstlc Health and
- Personal Well-BeIng News

SpeclaJlzed body work for

Christina A. Bauer

Portland 828-1310
Prescription Diets
Calorie Controlled Food Plan
Sports Nutrition
Individual Consultation
Adult &: Teen Weight Control

772-8:H2

1111 Co_St
3n1 floor Suite 305
Portl.nd ME

healing and bodywork
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SUPER BLUE
GREEN ALGAE

646-2511

chiropractic therapy

30 Milk Street, Suite 2()()

892-5878

childcare
Karolyn R088ein, MA, MAE

Joan E. Herzog, RD, ID
Nutrition Specialist
Registered Dietition

• energy balancing • wellness ronsuJtations
• personalJzed healing tapes

774·1461

Carol Fusco

499 Stevens Avenue
Portland, Maine

memherAMTA
ma..age lherapy • aromalherapy

workshops

"'''''IWW Ilt. .piril. ,.".".,.. Ilt. body,
c~

Windham, ME

Ilt. ".;,.J

.

Women's Healing Advenluretl

892-7453

Play and Childhood Stories
Sacred Art. Energy and Our Bodie.
3 full-day workshops

Kimball Heallh Cenler

Rooie Byrer. MEd 781-5639
N.nc; Sbiller R.ce, MA 175-2833

. Beth Koeh1er
lherapeutic mlUltlage
polarily therapy
.....tIt in bala""e ",ilhlife

Saco

284-9594

Elizabeth London
m-..ge lherapi8l
memberAMTA
European Ma""Ife Tlr.erapy
reduce s".ess <.m<{ improve ""altla
oyappo_nI

774-6876

herbal products
NATUS
"BORN OF NATURE"
Welcome the unique benefits of
AromaSynergy into your life,
Natural Aromatic Bodycare
Donna Kuras, Ind. Dist.
603-253-4125

yoga
Portland Yoga Studio '
ElaUae & Francia McGiUicruldy
Iyengar Yoga

~~~<;:d'ME·

797 -5684
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• Significant moments in
American history #1: Look in
your cupboard. Do you see
China? (In which case, you've
got good eyes.) Or just some
fancy dinnerware? Maybe
you've got a paper parasol in
your closet, or some dusty old
Chinese lanterns hanging in
your attic. You know it's all
good, authentic, antique junk
(another authentic Chinese
artifact), but maybe you don't
know how it all got here. All
this neat stuff will be covered
in detail in a lecture entitled
"Cantonese Artifacts:
Chinoiserie and the Early
American Idealization of
China," presented by USM
today at 5:30 p.m., Room 1,
Payson Smith Hall, Portland.
Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-

4440.

ThespIans:
do you seek
a venue?
Regard
Sept. 17.

• It's Friday night and time
once again for those great old
movies on WCBB channel 10.
Are you ready? Tonight's
classic flick: 'The Browning
Version," stars Jean Kent and
Michael Redgrave. An aging
schoolmaster is tortured by his
unfaithful wife, but takes
comfort in a courageous act by
one of his students. The film is
at 11 p.m., so remember to
start making the popcorn at
10:40. We recommend dressing
your popcorn with tamari or
soy sauce. That is, if you can
handle the excitement. ..

• You with the canoe: It's
Pettengill Farm Day! Learn all
about 19th century saltwater
life as you explore the upper
reaches of the Harraseeket
River with guides from the
Maine Audubon Society and
the Freeport Historical Society.
Canoes will leave the Bow
Street ramp at 12:30 p.m. for
the two-mile paddle to
Pettengill Farm. There will be a
short tour of the farm, its salt

THIS WEEK
September 13

BOOM

SHANKA

& THE AUfOMATICS

September 14 &15

n Spring SETH REDDEN
Coint
CAFE
175 Pickett St.
South Portland

767-4627

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL ON OUR WIDE·8CREEN TV
AJ.WAY8 FOOD & DRINK 8PECIALS!

*

*

EVERY TUESDAY
OPEN JAM with PETE GLEASON. 8:00

Head east on Broadway. take the last right on to Pickett.
Plenty of trouble free parking!

marshes and unusual
"scraffiti" carved in the
farmhouse's plaster walls.
Participants should bring their
own canoes, life jackets,
paddles, bug repellent and
shoes to get wet and muddy
in. Spaces may be made
available for those who don't
have a canoe. Cost is $12 for
Maine Audubon or Freeport
Historical Society members
and $14 for non-members. Call
Debbie Cowperthwaite at 7812330 for registration information.
• Like a balalaika? The
balalaika is an Eastern European acoustic string instrument that resembles a triangular tennis racquet. Remember
Dr. Zhivago? That's the
instrument Llara played. Some
box! It just so happens a whole
bandful of these instruments
will be playing at the Maine
Mall in South Portland today.
The Maine Balalaika Band will
perform a variety of music
from Russia, Romania,
Lithuania, the Soviet Ukraine
and more. Performances are at
1, 2 and 3 p.m. For more
information, call 774-0303.

• Add this to your list of crazy
things that can be done in a
car: The Cumberland Motor
Club is sponsoring a timed
automobile slalom Sep. 16,
Windham Mall, Rt. 302,
Windham You and your
trusty Subaru will try to
negotiate a course laid out
with rubber pylons on the
Windham Mall parking lot.
The fastest time wins, of
course! Expect to get dizzy.
Costs: $10 CMC members, $15
non-members. Entrants must
be at least 18 or have parental
permission. Seatbelts and
safety helmets are required, as
well as a certain amount of
adrenaline. Registration and
technical inspection runs from
9-10:30 am. First car starts at 11
am. For more information, call
729-3611.
• Significant moments in
American history #2: The
Portland Museum of Art will
show "Around Alone," a film
that documents Maine entrepreneur Dodge Morgan's nonstop solo sail around the
world, today at 2 pm. "Around
Alone" is shown as part of a
seafaring extravaganza that
runs from 1-5 pm today and

• Put down that Poor Boy
sandwich, you cannibal, and
listen to this: The Payson
Gallery (Westbrook College,
716 Stevens Ave., Portland)
presents "Porkopolis," an
exhibit of Multi-media works
on paper by Sue Coe. In this
exhibit, Ms. Coe examines the
meat industry and, by implication, humanity's inhumanity
to "lower" forms of life. Ms.
Coe, whose confrontational
and revolutionary art has
drawn national attention, will
speak about her ongoing
protest over the coarsening of
human sensibilities tonight at 7
in Westbrook College's Ludcke
Auditorium. For more information, call 797-9546.
• Attention troupers: The
new theater season is upon us!
It's time once again to stop
pretending and start acting.
Men, women and children
who can sing and dance are
eagerly being sought by the
Portland Lyric Theater (176
Sawyer St., So. Portland) for
the upcoming musical production of "Hans Christian
Anderson." Auditions will be
held today and tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. (Persons auditioning
are asked to use the "Blue
Awning" entrance.) The show
will open Nov. 16 and run
through Dec. 2. For further
information, call 774-4318.
• Significant moments in
American History #3: Randolf
Stakeman, professor of AfroAmerican studies at Bowdoin,
discusses the life and work of
John Brown Russwurm,
Bowdoin College's first black
graduate, in a lecture called
"John Brown Russwurm: His
Yarmouth Connections," 7:30
p.m. at Merrill Memorial
Library, Main St., Yarmouth.
The program is offered by the
Yarmouth Historical Society
and is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 846-6259.
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For
Ordinary

MUCH ADO
ABOUT NOTHING
School House
Arts Center

People.

Shakespeare
Voice
Kids Gasses
Games

SUMMER SANDWlOlES

ICE CREAM • FROZEN YOGURT
Offering Breakfast & Lunch
Mon. -Fri. 7am-4pm
591 Congress St. • 772-0702
Museum

• Bioregional bigshot reads
book: The Cafe Review readings series presents poet Gary
Lawless tonight at Cafe No, 20
Danforth St., Portland, at 8
p .m. Lawless is a Brunswick
bookseller and bioregionalist
activist, as well as the publisher of Blackberry Books. He
has authored several books of
poetry, including "First Sight
of Land," published in July,
1990. Admission is $2 at the
door. For more information,
calI 772-8114.
• Environmental aquaadventure means big boat: You
m.ty find this hard to believe,
but a significant portion of the
local population does not own
a sailboat over 30 feet long.
(It's true! We swear!) It only
follows then that a lot of
people have never seen the sun
set on Casco Bay from the deck
of a fine old sailboat. Want a
little aquatic equity? The
Maine Outdoor Adventure
Club will take you on a sunset
cruise from 6-8 p.m. aboard the
Palawan, a 58- foot sloop
docked at the Custom House
Wharf on Commercial St. The
fee for this event is $10, which
we understand costs less than
the yearly upkeep of the
average yacht. Call Chris
Robinson at 828-1629 or 2896800 for reservations. Bon
v-rage!

Acting
Classes
Begiming&
Mvanced Acting

COLD SOUPS • FRUIT SAlADS

Seen the Scene? See Sept. 21.

includes the exhibition 'The
Boat Show: Fantastic Vessels,
Fictional Voyages," demonstrations of boat building and
seafaring crafts, and a demonstration of the process of
creating Historic Lightship
Baskets. All events are free
with museum admission,
which is $3.50. For more
information, call 775-6148.

Center for
Performance

Studies

774-2776
Beginning
Seplember 17th

• Significant moments in
American history #4: Does
anybody remember the 1960s?
Not the nostalgia and hysterical hype of the pop culture
phenomenon called 'The'60s,"
but the way things actually
were? Refresh your memory
tonight at 7 and 9:15 p .m. at
the Movies, 10 Exchange St.,
Portland. Mark Kitchell's
"Berkeley In The Sixties"
covers the birth of one of the
world's most effective political
countercultures. Highlights
include film footage of the
police busting up a student
demonstration against a
hearing of the House UnAmerican Activities - footage
originally shot by the police for
a government film intended to
show the evils of the communist conspiracy called "Operation Oblivion." The film
boomeranged and inspired a
generation of students to join
the migration to Berkeley.
Footage of our old friend
Ronald Reagan enhances
scenes of nausea gassing (as

only the Gipper can!), draft
resistance and the Peace
Parade of People's Park.
Witness the emergence of the
Black Panthers, the Women's
Movement and many other
strange and wonderful things.
Tickets are only $2 on Wednesdays - far out!

• Get wet in the concrete
wilderness: Looking for a
place to swim in the big city?
Don't know anybody rich
enough to have an outdoor
pool, much less an indoor
pool? You're in luck! The
Reiche Pool, 166 Brackett St.,
Portland, is offering Open and
Adult Swims all week. Today's
schedule: adult swims from
12:15-1:15 p.m. and 4:30-6:30
p.m. Open swims at 3-4:30
p.m. and 6:30-8:45 p.m. (Check
Outside listings for other times
throughout the week.) For
more information, call 8748874 or 874-8873.

• Do what ain't been done:
The life of a wallflower is
lonely and difficult. While
others dance and make contact
with significant others, the
wallflower stands idly by,
mournfully sucking his or her
teeth. Get away from that wall!
Take the floor tonight at 8:30
p.m. with Crooked Stove Pipe
in a contradance at the Chestnut St. Methodist Church,
Portland. All dances will be
taught by caller Mike
Connolly. If you haven't been
to a contradance, you don't
know what fun is.
.Hear what ain't been seen:
When was the last time you
heard "Old Joe Clark"? Right:
last month at any of several
bluegrass festivals, and
probably about five times, too.
Tired of bluegrass bands that
keep covering the same old
tunes ad litteram, ad infinitum,
ad nauseum? The Seldom Scene,
an eclectic band with a ",",anIl[
repertoire, makes a rare
appearance at Raoul's Roadside Attraction (865 Forest
Ave., Portland) tonight at 9
p.m. Tickets are $10. This band
is known for its fiery
instrumentals and supersmooth harmonies. See them
while they can still be heard!

• A bargain at any price: The
federal government has turned
its back on people with AlDS,
and the insurance industry,
that greatest of great American
rip-offs, has done its best to
avoid helping AIDS victims as
well. What can you do? Show
up at the Auction To Benefit
People Living With AlDS.
Bring your checkbook, your
piggybank and your civic
virtue to the Woodford's
Congregational Church (202
Woodfords St., Portland),
tonight at 7:30 p.m. Ed Latham
will auction off over 50
services and products from
more than 28 contributors. For
more information, call 7746877.
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Do you canoe7
See Sept. 15.

DISAGREE?

presents:

William Shakespeare's

Rt 114 Standish
8:00p.m.,
Sept. 13. 14. 15 and
Sept. 20, 21, 22
3:00 Mat. Sundays
Sept. 16 andSepc. 23

Tlckets: $10 adults
students &

Prog~esslve,

Alternative.

New. Old Wave,

Post Modem.

BRING' HOME THE CHEESECAKE
SERVED IN
MAINE' S FINEST RESTAURANTS

Nu Music ... Call the dance

".

AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING 1987.1989. 1990
.

.,.
.,.

FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW·S SUPERMARKETS
MAL ORDER a. eAkEllV PlCK.u> AVAlABlE
ONE INDUSTIl1AI. WAY. PORTLAND. MAJNE
04103.207·797-99'10

WRITE A
to: VIEWS
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

. .

music what you will, but the

NEW WEDNESDAYS at ZOOTZ
are totally FRESH

• • • • ••••
lHERIDUGHfREVUE

~
featuring

King cadJllac a:

The Eldorado Horns

Contillrad from 1O-day CALENDAR

Sept. 12 RAO VL'S DANCE PAm
14 Parsonsfield, ME (priv.)
15 DiMillo's (priv.)
19 RAOUL'S DANCE PAm
21 Arowsic, ME (priv.)
22 Samoset, Rockland (priv.)
26 RAOUL'S DANCE PAm
28 Hills Beach (priv.)
29 Sheraton, Portland (priv.)

SILVER
SCREEN

WHAT'S
WHERE
Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland.
772·9751

First marinee
Friday and Saturday only
.....Icard. from the Edge (R)

'kdnesday Night is Party Night at the AU New
Raoul's. <1leel< out the New Slage and Decor,
and Dana: to the Red Ught Revue!

1:10,3:45,7:20,9:40 (from Sep 14)
An.. Dork My Sweet (R)

Now book1nti weddlnlP and
COl'pOrate parties for fall

1 :05, 3:35, 7:10, 9:35 (from Sep 14)
Death W ....nt (R)

CALL 883-2802

1 :25, 3:55, 7:25, 9 :50 (from Sep (4)
Pump Up the Volum. (R)
1:15,3:35,7:15, 9:25 (Ihrough Sep 13)
1:15,3:40,7:15, 9:45 (from Sep 14)
Wild at HeIIrt (R)
1,3:30,7,9:30 (through Sep 13)
7,9:25 (Irom Sep 14)
FIot1lnen(R)
1:05, 3:55, 7:05, 9:40

Wltch•• (PG)
1:25, 3:45, 7:25, 9:45 (through Sep 13)
t :20, 3:50 (from Sep 14)

Mo' Better BluM (R)
1:20,3:50,6:50,9:35 (through Sap 13)

Clnem8 P.radlao
l:tO, 3:40, 7:10, 9:30 (through Sap 13)

General Cinemas
V,I. Pudovkln. 1927 silent movl. "Storm Over As"" Is being scre.ned
Oct, 4 a. JNlrt of the "Art In the Dark" series of classic films at the
Port ..nd Museum of Art and The Movl...

Maine Mall, Maine Mall Road
774·1022
Honlwor. (R)
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20 (from Sap 14)

L.mon SI.t... (PG)

Classic movies, big screens

That's newspaper talk for 2 colunm by 2 inch ad.
Too smaJl to be effective? You're reading this one!

~~CJs°J>~

• 775-6601

Visit the newly remodeled RAOUL'S today:
*Smoke free environment
(state of the art air purification system)
* All new stage design
*Outstanding live music nightly

*UPCOMING CoNCERTS*

9/13'-Johnson Family Benefit
wi Mama Tongue, Rockin Vibration & Bate's Motel
9/14".Human Radio presented by WBLM
9/15".Skataliles from Jamaica
9/20-lonnie Brooks
9/21 '.The Seldom Scene Band
9/26".Merle Saunders
9/28+29'.loudon Wainwright III

Info" 773"6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

The dark ages weren't that bad. The house lights would go down in
the theater as the opening credits to some masterpiece of cinema were
projected on the big screen looming before the audience. Remember? It
couldn't have been more than 10 years ago when film aficionados didn't
have to struggle to read subtitles across the bottom of a 19-inch television
screen or nurse the disappointment of seeing a cinematic masterpiece
destroyed by cathode rays, Before the VCR, long before foreign films
started breeding on the shelves of video stores, there existed what has
become a cultural artifact, classic films on big screens: the film series.
Starting Thursday, Scp. 13, The Movies on Exchange Street, Portland
Museum of Art, Portland School of Art and the University of Southern
Maine are pooling their resources to raise the dead and treat Port landers
to a film series of classics, "Art in the Dark."
Movie classics like Lillian Gish's silent films "Intolerance" and
"Broken Blossoms," Luis Bufluel and Salvador Dali's surreal "L'Age
d'Or;' and Hitchcocl<'s thrillers "Sabotage" and ''Shadow of a Doubt" are
being shown thls fall at the museum and The Movies in conjunction with
an introductory film course being offered to students at PSA and USM.
Everyone is invited to attend.
The series is a retrospective of international film from 1916 until the
'60s. It begins with two silent films of the the immortal Lillian Gish,
"Intolerance," D.W. Griffith's classic tale of persecution, opens the series
Scp. 13 at the museum. Juris Urbans, the director of film studies at USM,
will introduce the film and lead a discussion after the screening. Gish's
"Broken Blossoms,"a1so directed by Griffith, is being shown Scp. 15-16 at
The Movies,
The films, guest lecturers and program notes in themselves will be a
course on film. But people who are interested in following the course
more closely may want to read along in Gerald Mast's "Short History of
Film," whlch the students will be reading for class. (The museum has
information on the texts for people who want more than entertainment
from the series, 777-6148.)
The schedule of film classics on big screen is as follows: "Intolerance"
(D.w. Griffith, 1916) Scp. 17, 7 p.m. at the PMA; "Broken Blossoms"
(D,W. Griffith, 1919) Scp. 15-16,5 p.m. at The Movies; "Wanted - An
Actress" (Mauritz Stiller, 1917) Scp. 20, 7 p.m. at the PMA; ''The Last
Laugh" (F.W. Murnau, 1924) Scp. 22-23, 5 p .m. at The Movies; "October
(fen Days That Shook The World)" (Scrgei Eisenstein, 1928) Scp. 29-30, 5
p.m. at The Movies; "The Love of Jeanne Ney" (G. W. Pabst, 1927) Sep. 30,
2 p.m. at the PMA; "Storm Over Asia" (V.I. Pudovkin, 1928) Oct, 4,7 p.m.
at the PMA; "The Gold Rush" (Buster Keaton, 1927) and ''The General"
(Charlie Chaplin, 1925) Oct. 6-7, 5 p.m. at The Movies; "L' Age d'Or" (Luis
Butluel, 1930) Oct II, 7 p.m. at the PMA; "Grand Illusion" Oean Renoir,
1937) Oct. 13-14,5 p.m. at The Movies; ''The Rules of the Game" Oean
Renoir, 1939) Oct. 18,7 p.m. at the PMA; ''Sabotage'' (Alfred Hitchcock,
1936) Oct. 20-21, 5 p.m. at The Movies; "Stagecoach" Oohn Ford, 1939)
Oct. 27-28, 5 p .m. at The Movies; "How Green Was My Valley" Oohn
Ford, 1941) Oct, 28, 2 p.m. at the PMA; "Shadow of a Doubt" (Alfred
Hitchcock, 1943) Nov, 1, 7 p.m. at the PMA; "Shoeshine" Nov. 3-4, 5 p.m.
at The Movies; "Rome, Open City" (Roberto Rossellini, 1945) Nov, 8, 7
p.m. at the PMA; "Los Olvidados" (Luis Bufluel, 1950) Nov. 10-11, 5 p.m.
at The Movies; ''The Third Man" (Carol Reed, 1950) Nov. 15, 7 p.m. at the
PMA; and "Women in the Dunes" (Hiroshi Teshigahara, 1964) Nov. 1718,5 p.m. at The Movies.
The list of classics isn't complete, but it's pretty damned impressive
considering film series have moved out of the public sphere (although the
Museum of Modem Art may have a series now and then, but that's in
New York!) and onto tiny television screens, If there's something missing
that you're dying to see on the big screen, attend this series and let the
organizers know how marvelous you thin!< it is that they're reviving a
cultural artifact. Maybe they'll do it again, and again, and again."
Ann Sitomer'

1,3:05,5:10,7:15,9:20 (tIlrough Sap 13)
1. 3:05,5:10 (from Sep t4
My Blue Heaven (PG)
1:45,4, 7:tO, 9:30
Preoumed Innocent (R)
t :30, 4:15, 7, 9:45
Doriunon (R)
t, 3 :1 5, 5:20, 7:30, 9:45

Chost (PG)
1:30,4:15,7,9:50
Die Hard II (R)
7:15,9:55

aw..t James Foley's
erotic thriller about a YO~tile ex-boxer
involved in a kidnapping scheme. With
Jason Patrick, Rachel Ward and Bruce
Dom.
Berkal., In tha 81 ...... Documentary
film featuring file work of govomment
cinematographers trying to capture the
growing commie fIlreat on celluloid.
MosUy about file growth of file Berkeley
counterculture.
Clnama
Paradl.o
Giuseppe
Tomatore's Academy Award-winning
movie is about growing up and how the
icons created by the cinema shape what
we believe in. The movie describes the
life of a small Italian seacoast town and
its Cinema Paradiso, where people love,
hate and play. The movie is nostalgicfor
file time when movies were movies and
when people still oafllered togefller in a
community.
Darkman is a fantasy about a disfigured
scientist who uses synflletic skin to
transform his face into that of his
enemies. Unfortunately the disguise
doesn't last forever, exposing his true
and hideous visage.
DeattI Warrant Muscle-bound detective
(Jean-Claude Van Damme) gets a look
at prison from the other side of the bars.
Flatu...... is a scary movieabouta group
of medical students who kill themselves
and bring themselves back to study life
beyond deafll. The movie isn't scary
because it dives into file unknown, but
because the unknown comes aher
people, fIlreatening to bash in faces. In
short, "Fladiners" doesn't transcend the
usual fIlrilier. Kiefer Suthonand plays
file instigator 01 fIlis bizarre experiment
and file one who eventually suffers tho
most. Julia Roberts and Kevin Bacon
look groat and actwol) enough, but can't
save a poor story.
Oaby, A Trua Story Uke Christy Brown
in "My Leh Foot," Gabriela Brimmer
struggled wifll the crippling effects of
cerebral palsy to write her
autobiography. This 1987 movie is
based on a true story of Gabriela, played
by Rachel Levin, who grew up with
cerebral palsy. Uv Ullman and Robert
Loggia play Gaby's parents, JewishEuropean holocaust survivors living in
Mexico.
Hardwara is a science fiction fIlriller set
in the not-too-distant future staring a
host of unknowns. You got it; no one
here has tho vaguest notion what fIlis
one's about.
The Lamon Slat.... A new movie by tho
director Joyce Chopra, who directed
laura Oem ("Wild At Heart·) in one of
her best roles in "Smoofll Talk: "The
lemon Sisters" is a comedy about fIlree
friends set in Mantic City. Diane Keaton,
Carol Kane and Kathryn Grody star.
The other sex is represented by Ellion
Gould and Ruben Blades.
Mo' Better Blu•• Denzel Washington
portrays a jazz trumpeter wifll some
dues to pay for being too self-oontered.
Washington moves like a melody, while
lighUy stroking his iowerlip. Spike Lee is
a fine filmmaker wifll an uncanny sense
of dialogue, which roUs off the players
tongues ike fine music. Unfortunately
"Mo' Belt9r Blues" falls short on lyrics.
There's too much male posturing and
100 little drama.
My Blua Heaven Stove Martin and Rick
Moranis star in fIlis comedy wrilt9n by
Nora Ephron ("When Harry Met Sally")
about an Italian hood who's hidden in
suburbia by the F.B.I.
Postcard. from tha Edge Mike Nichols
("The Graduate" and "Silkwood") directs
Meryl Streep and Shiney Maclaine in a
comedy about the relationship between
a mother and daughter.
Preaumacl Innocent Harrison Ford is
file attraction in file screen adaptation
of the best-selling novel by Scon Turow.
Ford plays a prosecuting anorney
assigned to investigate file murder of a
colleague he was having an affairwifll.
This courtroom drama is a welcome
relief from summerftuff, and notknowing
whodunit added to the movie's intrigue.
In hindsight, I suspectfllat several clues
were butchered from fIlenovel, because
file movie's clues seemed a bit off. The
movie also stars Grena Scacchi, Bonnie
Bedelia, Brian Dennehy and Raul Julia.
Torrents of Spring Based on a story by
Turgenev, Timothy Hutton and
Nastassja Kinski starin fIlis movie about
love and betrayal. Hutton plays a
Russian aristocrat who is tom between
his love fora young andinno<:enlwoman
and his passion for an older and
manipulative noblewoman who wants
his attentions.
Aft... D..... My
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Problem Child (PG)
1,3:05,5:05 (tIlrough Sep t3)
Toklng C... of Bu.I ..... (R)
1:30, 4, 7:15, 9:40

Evening Star
Tootine Mall, BrunSWick
729-5486
Mo' Better BlUM (R)
6:50,9:20 (wough Sep 13)

Cinema Paradiso
(from Sap 14; call for times)

The Movies
10 Exchange Street, PO<tIand
772·9600
Rocky Horror Picture Show (R)
Sap 14· 15 at 11 pm
Torr. .to 01 Spring
Sep 12-16

Wed· Sal al7, 9:
Sal·Sun mat at 1.

Coby
Sun-Tue 7, 9:15
Set-Sun mat at 3

Berkeley In the SI"''''
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15
Sat-Sun 1, 9

Specl .. ..n..: An IntroducUon to Film
See "Classic movies, big screens" bnef at
left for movies and times.

Cinema City
8f'adlee'. Plaza, near Exit 8
854·9116
All times tIlrough Sep 13:
call ahead for changes

Men at Work (PG)
7, 9, _end mats at 1,3
FIot1ln.rw (R)
7:15,9:15, weekend ITt-us at 1, 3

Wltch.. (PG)
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15,3:15
AIr Am_(R)
7:15,9:15
The borel.t III: Legion (R)
7, 9, weekend mats al 1, 3
The Jungle Book (G)
Weekend mals at Sat· Sun 1,3

The WItch. . Based on a story by Roald
Dahl, "The Witches" is a contemporary
fairy tale about witches who tum children
into mioe. The story has a perverse
appeal. The sunry and cold Angelica
Huston is cast in the role of a witch.
Nicolas Roeg promises to uncover
childhood fears in the same unrelenting
way he looked at loneliness, doubt and
ofller grown-up fears in movies like
"Insignificance," "Performance" and
"Track 29: Playing against these
expectations, unfortunately, is the
creator of those adorable muppets, Jim
Henson. If "The Witches"were just about
the witches il would be better. Roeg
takes a perverse pleasure in watching
file witches torment children. Huston
plays the role of the Grand Witch
superbly. She's rufiliess and hideous,
the ultimate tormentor. The special
effects fIlat show her wearing her true
colors are marvelous.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 9.13

Television

WITHOUT
Public Cable ...
Is disappointing when you see our
incredible variety of exclusive programming!

Oreg PowanD,J.(danca) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd S~ Portland. 773-8040.
Darien Brahms and the SOulmln....
Marvin Boon. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
S~ Portland. 772-7891.
Margurtta Ju.nemann Oazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 77NI114.
Jenny and th. Woodman (rock) Moose
Alley, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Teartha Sky (rock) Old PortTavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 77~444.
Boom Shanka. Automatlca (rock)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Picken St, So.
Portland. 767-4627.
Flash AU.n (piano) litlle Willies, 36
Market St, Portland. 7734500.
Chronlcla (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501.
Mama Tongua, Rockln Vibration,
Bot •• Mot.1 (r&b,reggae,rock)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7756886.

FRIDAY 9.14
Human Radio (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Seth Redden (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St, So. Portland. 767-4627.
stephen Blum Group Oazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Barry Arvin Young Band, DT Slezu...
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
772-7891 .
Jenny and the Woodman (rock) Moose
Alley, 46 MarketSt, Portland. 774-5246.
Teartha Sky (rock) Old PortTavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland . 774-{J444.
SWInging Hot (vocal jazz) Utile Willl8s,
36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Chronicle (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle St, Portland. 773-3501 .
Treehouse, Velcro Peasant. (rock) Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial St, Portland. 7743550.

Picture quality guaranteed!
Installation
isonlyS9.95

S· .11~ sao
~.~

~

30 DAY Money Back Guarantee!
CALL NOW! 775-3431 or 1-800-833-2253

Public Cable

_~.rJ>y-..

eftll tla.e tla.illa~ we a'te
-30 Day Money Back Guarantee. We Will refund all of your money .(you are nat satisfied with Public Cable. Offer available in Public Cable's year-rouM
reSidential service area only, as defined by franchise Pay-Per-V.aw and Premium Services are additional monthly charges. Some restncltons apply

SATURDAY 9.15
SWInging Hot (vocal jazz) little Willie's,
36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Tyg.... Tyg ... (rock) Geno's,13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.
stava Blum Qroup (jazz) Cafe No, 20
Danforth St, Portland. n2-Bl14.
Teartha Sky (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Karaoka (interactive entertainment)
Horsefeafllers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
773-3501 .
. .th Radden (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 PickenSt, So. Portland. 767-4627.
Skatalltea{ska) Raoul's, 865 ForestAve,
Portland. 773-6886.
Jenny and tha Woodman (rock) Moose
Alley, 46 MarketSt, Portland. 774-5246.
Mark Rossi, st.w Bulyga (comodt) TBird's, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Curf_ (rock) Dry Dock, B4 Commercial
St, Portland. 774-3550.

, •

•

on

,

TUESDAY

,
•

SEPTEMBER 18

doors open 5:30
shows starts 6:30
gen. admission $5

SUNDAY 9.18
LuyLlghtln' (blues)Gritty McDuffs, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Open Mlka Night, Uncle Billy's, 60
Ocean 51, So. Portland. 767-7119.
Open Jam •• sslon with rythym
MCtlon (byo jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth
St, Portland. 772-8 t 14.
Bob House (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-{J444.
Tom Burgin (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Opan Mlka, Geno's 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7891.

Continued Oil pag~ 18
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POR.TLAND'S FUN S P O T
200 Riverside Street, Exit 8 Portland 772-8033

...............
1.

'"

BLACK TIE.
will Cater
your business or
social function

Continued from P"se 17

Exquisitely!
Call

any time

for an appolnbnent

799-7119

870 Broadway. SO.Portland

CLUBS

BOOKCASES

MONDAY 9.17

in stock

for back to school

~

9 Foden Road, South Portland
Near the Maine Mall
across from UPS • 775-4312

cfo&!«loaf~. ~!fa~

Open mike night, Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
Sob Hou. . (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. n4-0444.
Monday Night Footbal (entertainment)
Moose Alley, 46 Mar1let St. Portland.
774-5246.

TUESDAY 9.1 B
A Full Service Kite S"""
For All Ye Mighty Wind Related Need,

Kites for the Whole Family from novice to expert
DELTAS. DIAMONDS. PARAFOILS
DRAGONS. BOX. STUNTERS
DESIGNER WIND SOCKS. WIND TOYS
ASK about our FREE Lessons

3 Wharf Street Portland ME 04101 871·0035

Open Mllca Night Spmg Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St S. Portland. 767-4627.
Kevin MIdgley (blues) Gritty McDuffs,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
,.... Walt.... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. n4-0444.
.Joe v_.the Volcano (movie) Moose
Alley, 46 Mar1letSt Portland. 774-5246.
Old Port Feud (local game show)
Hors&feathers, 193 Midcle St. Portland.

773-3501.
Poetry rMCilng with Oary LawIaa
(see Calender) Cafe No, 20 Danforth
St, Pordand. 772.8114.

WEDNESDAY 9.1 9

FEELING
A LITTLE
OUT OF
TOUCH?

Curt a.....tt.. CIndy Flnkl.. Vlnn.
Dermody
(acoustic
classic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Midcle St. Portland.
773-3501.
Portland Roc:ken (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St Portland. 772-7891 .
Rad Ught R_(rock, rythm and blues)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
,.... Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
Bachelor Night (xxxxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
,.... Bop (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd.
Portland. 773-8040.

Catch Up at

Happy Hour
Weeknights 5 to 7pm
Free Buffet &
Drink Specials

DANCING
Zootz. 31 Foresl St, Portland. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House - all ages; Wed: Worldbeat Nighl.
773-8187.
,.... Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nighUy, 8 pm on ... Fri-Satuntil3am. No
cover. 871-<l663.
.alut. ., 20 Milk St, Portland. Open
nighUy until 1 am. No cover. n4-4200.
Bounty. 200 Riverside St, Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open Fri-SaI until 3 am.
Opens Sun-Thu at 8 pm. m-1lO33.

Comer of Milk & Market Srreelli • No Cover

FRIDAY 9.14
AmerIcIIn Art Song FwstIval (dassical)
8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USM,
Gorham . Various performers and
composers. TICkets: $4, or$l 0 Iorseries.
780-5275.
Marlon R. Anderaon (classical
organist) 8 pm, worj(s of J.S. Bach.
Bates College Chapel, Bates College,
Lewiston. Free. 786-0330.

SATURDAY 9.15
AmerIcIIn Art Song F..uval (dassical)
8 pm. Corthell Concert Hall, USM,
Gorham . Various performers and
composers. TICkets: $4, or $10 for the
series. 780-5275.
Sun Ra (jazz) 8 pm, Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A, Forest Ave, Portland.
TICkets: $13. 76H)591.

SUNDAY 9.18
AmerIcIIn Art Song FestlYal (dassical)
3 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USM,
Gorham . Various performers and
composers. TICkets: $4, or $10 for the
series. 780-5275.

Anna Edmonaon (classical and
traditional violin and voice) 12:30 pm,
Olin Arts Concert Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston . Free. 786-0330.
Ray Comlla (Municipal Organist) 8 pm,
Portland City Hall Auditorium, Portland.
Friends 01 the Kolzschmar Organ and
the city of Portland present an organ
concert. Free admission; donations
accepted.

WEDNESDAY 9.1 9
Libby
Van
Cleev.
(oboist :
contemporary. standerds) 8 pm, Olin
Arts Concert Hall , Bates College,
Lewiston. Free. 786-0330.

UPCOMING
Lonnie Brooka (blues) 9 pm, Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. Tickets: $6.
773-6886.
Th. hldom Scene (bluegrass) 9 pm,
Raoul's,865 Forest Ave. Tickets: $10.

773-6886.

THRILLER THURSDAY
GREG POWERS D.}.

Dancing to the 60's, 70's,
80's, & 90's
Beer specials aU night long
NOCOVERm
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 16
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 14

HAPPY HOUR 4·7

Free Buffet
..::

93¢ Bud Light, 4·7

,ne,

1sf 2IJO people
In for FREE
1 p.m.
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 15

DANCING TO THE
50'S & 60'S
1st 200 peDple
In for FREE!

HEADLINER
COMEDY

HEADLINER: MARK ROSSI
ALSO APPERING: STEVE BULYGA
Doors open at7.ShDWtime 8:30

-Wijt!llfH"liia@Mij;IFWILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY

MS Kick off for the

UGLY BARTENDER
CONTEST

THE BOVZ
$1.02 CIYII' towards MS
$1.02 'or domestic beel1
Dool1 opaa @ 7
Com. down and supp ort
your local MS sacl.ty
ME·

AUDITIONS

TUESDAY 9.1 B

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

THANKWMGX
illS FRIDAY

eom.ctlmprovlaatlon a-atRam
Island Dance Studio, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Six weeks only. For more
inlormation, cal 773-2562.
Educatlnll Rita Thomas Playhouse
presents Willy Russell's romantic
comedy Sap &-15 on Thu, Sat Sun 8
pm at Thomas Piayhouse, RIa 302, So.
Casco. Ticlults are $101$12. For more
intormation call 655-3281.
Much Ado About Nothing Schoolhouse
Arts Center at Sabago Lake will present
Shakespeare's comedy as directed by
Mark T . Mannette of Port Star
ProducIions, and presented by Embassy
Players. Sap 13.14. 15, 20, 21, 22at8
pm; Sun matinees on Sap 16 and 23 at
3 pm. Admission: aciJhs $10, children
and seniors 62 and over $6. Sabago
Lake Village, jet of rtes 114 and 35. For
more inlonnation or reservations, call
642-3743.
My Fat Frtendby Charles Laurence Sap
7 and 9 at the Saco Grange Summer
Theater in Bar "'His. Performances are
Fri-Satat7:30 pm, Sunat6:15 pm. For
more information, call Pat Packard at
929-6472.
,.... Windham Center et.ge Theater
presentstwoone-actpfays:"TheValianr
by Robert Midclemass and HoIworthy
Hall, the story of a man awaiting
execution; and 'When Shakespea<e's
Ladies Meet; in which Juliet falls in love
with Romeo and is advised by Portia,
Desdemona, Cleopatra. Ophelia and
Katherine. Shows wi. be Sap 14-15 at
7:30 pm at the Windham Community
Center. Tlckets:$5edultsand $3 seniors
and students (nolrecommended lor preschool ch~cten). For reservations and
more inlonnation, call 892-3315.

Roberto 1to....1"1·. -Rome. Opell Ot)'" (1M5) examine. the II... of a
group of wotilen .... a local PrMst In N.uJ.oc:c:upled Rome. 11M film I.
being ....._ a. part of .... fal film series at the Portland MuHUIII of
Art. For more about ............ _ -Classic: _
.... big K ......- Oil
page 16.

Auditions for the NutCl1lCIcar SuH.
American Ballet Eastwil hold auditions
on Sap8atl0 am lor ages &-11 , 11 :30
am for ages 12 and over. School of
American Dance, 17 BishopS~ Morrill's
Corner, Portland. For more information
call 878-3032.
Audition. for N_ Members The
Greater Portland Youth Chorale is
looking for singers ages 12-18.
Prospective members should have a
prepared audition pieoe and will give a
brief demonstration of sight-singing
ability. Sap 10, 6.8:30 pm atthe WillistonWest Church. Thomas St, Portland's
western prom. Formoreinformationcall
Denis Drobinski at 767-5207.
Th. Bowdoin ColI.lle Oratorio
Chorale begins its 1990-91 season.
Auditionswill be held Sap 7 from 7-9:30
pm at Gibson Hall. Rehearsal for the
November concert "Psalm Sailings' by
composers from Bach to Hoistwil begin
Sap 9 at6 pm in Gibson Hall. For more
information call 725-4258.
The Theat., Project of Bnanaw\ck
will hold auditions lor actors lor its 90-91
season. Season includes 'The Boys
Next Door; 'Jacques Brei," ·Macbeth·
and "The American Dreams and Other
Dreams.·The Theater Projectalso p!ans
two Sacond Stage Productions, open to
people in the community: "The Phantom
Tollbooth· and "The Caucasian Chalk
Circle.' For more information, can 7298584.
,.... University Chamber On:heatra
at USM will hold auditions on the
evenings of Sap 6 lor all string players of
high school age and above. For more
information or to reserve an audition
time , call 780-5265.

s.ptembc 13, 1990 19

Unlvaralty of Southem Maine Art
Oallery, Gorham. Exhibillgallery talk,
'Modern Images: Early 20th-Century
Prints from the Rothschild and
Farnsworth Collections .' Opening
reception 4-6 pm, Sap 17. In conjunction
with the show. there will be a lecture by
USM Assistant Professor of Art and
New England Studies Donna Cassidy
atl1 am, Sep 17, and a gallery talk by
Maurine and Robert Rothschild at 3 pm
on Sap 17. Hours: Sun-Thur, 12-4 pm .
780-5409.

Cslsco !lay WakIy

AROUND TOWN

·On Un." (1988) by Sue Co •• From the "Po"opoll.· exhibit, Pay.....
Gall.ry.

Today's pig is tomorrow's person
Since opening at the Gallerie St. Etienne in New York in 1987,
"Porkopolis" has garnered favorable - even ecstatic - reviews while
gaining considerable momentum and recognition on the road. Art
in America's Brooks Adams wrote that "Porkopolis" was" ...one of
the unexpected treats of the fall season." Arts Magazine described
Ms. Coe's work as .....vast and haunting, both visually and in
purpose, and is bound to have an impact far beyond the art circuit."
This may well come to pass.
On the surface. "Porkopolis" appears to be just another art
happening by yet another born-again food fetishist. For example,
her works are narrated by explanatory texts hung on the wall next
to representative works. In some of those texts, Ms. Coo refers tothe
doubtful nutritional benefit derived from eating toxified meats - a
natural observation leading to the usual vegetarian manifesto: Meat
Bad. Vegetables Good.
But the work itself transcends any mere health message - by
several degrees of magnitude - to evoke the entire humanistic
tradition. The human race has advanced from the herd-animal stage
by discovering, in small increments, the extent to which those
unlike ourselves are capable of doing what we do and feeling what
we feel. The world at large has acknowledged racism and sexism to
be morally bankrupt and even counter to survival. We've come a
long way. baby.
In "Porkopolis," the march of pigs through slaughterhouses
recreates lhe darkest. most irredeemable portions in the march of
human history with specific visual referents. The faces of frightened
pigs contain an almost human intelligence. while the faces of the
men and women "processing" them expressionistically reveal a
bestial madness. This is Auschwitz Farms. Inc .• the "final solution"
of the meat packaging industry.
On one level, Ms. Coo bids her audience to reconsider the
existential dilemma of animals. ostensibly in the world to be eaten
or roadkilled. yet possessing a full range of emotions and. in some
cases. intelligence on a par with human beings. In Coe's worldview.
even pigs - traditionally the least respected animal in the chain of
being - see what we see and feel what we feel. "Porkopolis" is
therefore an eloquent argument for animal rights.
On another level. Ms. Coo discusses the current crisis in the field
of human rights. People are still treated like animals all over the
world; as soulless and utterly disposable populations having
neither dignity nor basic rights. How far then does our understand.ing of the world have to progress before animals are no longer
treated like animals?
A very long way, apparently - but Sue Coe has at least given the
human race some notion of the general direction. and perhaps even
moved humanity down that road a few steps.
"Porkopolis" opens Sep 15 at Westbrook College's Joan Whitney
Payson Gallery. Ms. Coe will speak about her work at 8 p .m . on Sep
17 in Westbrook College's Ludeke Auditorium.
It should be a memorable evening.

W.D. Cutlip

ART
OPENING
Joan WhHney Payson Oanery of Art.
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave.
Portland. 'Porkopolis,' SueCce's multimedia works on paper examining the
meat industry and. by implication .
humanity's cruelty to humanity as
rellacted in humanity's cruelty to "lower'
forms of life. Reception on Sap 17 from
7-10 pm in the Payson Gallery , and
lecture in which Ms . Coe will speak
about her ongoing protest over the
coarsening of human sensibilities on
Sap 17 at 8 pm in Ludeke Auditorium .
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9
pm). Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
The Unity Collage Art Oallory, Quaker
Hill Road. Unity. 'North American
Wildlife: A Benefit of Umited Edition
Prints; featuring the work of David
Maass and other wildlife artists from
Sep 16-Oct 10, with an opening
reception on Sap 16 from 3-5 pm. Hours:
Mon-Fri 10 am-4 pm. 948-3131.

·~lec:troc:utlon·(l988) by Sue Coe.

Albarta'. Cafe, 21 Pleasant St,
Portland. 'Mackworth Abstracted."
paintings from the landscape abstracted
by Carolyn Brown through Sap 15. For
more information, call 775-1514.
The Art Oallery at Six Deering st,
Portland. A •Juried Group Opening'
showing through Sap 22. Hours: TueSat, 11 am-5 pm. For more information,
call 772-9605.
At.lI .. Framing. 82 MiddleSt, Portfand.
'Ume Paintings,' selacted works by
Marilyn Blinkhom through Sap 30. For
more information, call 774-2088.
Barrldoff OaUarle., 26 Free St,
Portland. Paintings by RobertSoiotaire
through Sap 29. Also attha gallery is a
selection of 19th- and early 2Oth-century
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
Bayview OaUery, 75 Market St.
Portland. Oil paintings by Scott Moore
through Sap 30; other exhibits by gallery
artists include works by David Little.
Orrin Tubbs, Carol Hayes, Carol Sabord
and Helen S1. Clair. Hours: 10 am-6 pm
Man-Sal. For more information. call 7733007.
Cong"re.. Square Oallery, 42
Exchange St. Portland. An exhib~ of
ceramicworXsby artists from the Sawyer
SI. Studios in So. Portland. Artists
include Abby Huntoon , Sharon
Townshend. Lynn Duryea, Nancy
Nevergole and Nancy Carroll. Also on
exhibit through Sap 15 will be works by
several gallery artists. Hours: 11 am-6
pm Mon-Sat. 11 am-9 pm Wed, noon-5
pm on Sun. For more information, call
774-3369.
Danforth Oallery, 34 Danforth St.
Po:>rtland. 'Interpretations in Wood'
exhibition by twelve sculptors inspired
by the forests of Maine _Through Sap
29. Hours: 11 am-5 pm Tue-Sal. For
more information. call 775-6245.
Dlmora , 26 Exchange St. Portland.
Handwoven rugs by Portland artist
Thomas Patton through Sap 30. Hours:
Mon-Wed 10am-6pm. Thu-Sat 10am8 pm, Sun 10 amoS pm . For more
information call 775-7049.
Evan. Oallary, 7 Pleasant 51. Portland.
'Behind Vacationland; photographs
from Maine and Kennebunkport by
Tonee Harbert through Sap 15. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 am-5 pm.
870-0042.
Oreenhut Oalleries, 146 Middle St,
Portland. 'Borrowed Views; works by
Portland artist Connie Hayes, through
Sap 30. Hours: Mon-Satl0:30 am-5:30
pm. 772-2693.
Th. Joan Whitney Pa,...n Oallery,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Nancy Hemenway: Selections
from the Permanent Collection. Sep 14Oct 27. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu
until 9 pm), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Maine Emporium, 85 YorkS~ Portland.
Works by Maine artists Paul Alexandre
John, Ilene Elowitch , Louise H.
Chapman and Gerald Dinsmore through
Sap 30. 87H1112.
Portland Mu.eum of Art, Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:TueSal, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; free on Thursday
evenings , 5-9. 'Winslow Homer
Watercolors." an exhibit 01 13
watercolors painted between 1873 and
1897 (through Sep 23); 'Views From
Rome from the Thomas Ashby
Collection in 1!le Vatican Ubrary," an
exhibit of 81 drawings and watercoiors
from the Renaissance through the age
of Romanticism (through Sap 30) ;
'Perspectives: Marjorie Moore," an
exhibit 01 paintings. drawings and a
video installation (through Sap 23). 'The
Boat Show: Fantastic Vessels. Fictional
Voyages." Exhibit features artists'
interpretations of boats in a variety of
media including glass, wood, hay and
fiber (through Oct 28). 775-6148
Portland Public Library . Five
Monument Square. Portland . 'To Make
All Laws : Congress of the United States,'
a Library of Congress!American Library
Association Traveling Exhibition of
photo-reproduced prints. political
cartoons , manuscripts, portraits ,
engravings. etchings. photographS and
posters trace the development of
Congress as an institution in its first two
centuries. Through Sap 18. For more
information, call 871-1700.
Portland School of Art, The Baxter
Gallery, 619 Congress S~ Portland .
'Student Exhibition 1990' on view
through Sap 21 . Hours: Tues-Sun 11-4.
Thurs till 9 pm. 775-3052.

Continued on p"ge 20

Community
Cable Network
week 11'9114190
LlvlnQ Tapestries:
Certified Nurses Aides (1/2 hour)
Ireland Today:
Children of Belfast (1/2 hour)
In The Gallery:
Modern Images" - Robert &
Maureen Rothschild discuss their
European print collection
(1/2 hour)
The Image Makers:
Profiles of local Artists
(1/2 hour)
Gourmet Cooking Made Healthy:
Lookin' lean (1 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

---~A TRUE STORY
SEPT 19-23

BERKELEY
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LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
Friday, Sept. 14

Saturday, Sept. 15

Treehouse

Curfew

with Velcro
Peasants

[ill

WED-FRI 7, 9:15
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1(eys to Greater Awaren>ess
An Ananda Workshop
with Terry & Padma McGilioway
-Thursday, September 13th
-7:30 p.m. Cost: $10.00

Continued from pa~ 19

Williston-West Church, 32 Thomas St.
Call 878-8673 for more information.

Meditation, Affirmation & Right Attitudes
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CTR INDUSTRIES, INCe

Electrical Contractors
892. .. 0119

or 1 .. 800..2.87..'WIRE

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

OUT OF TOWN

WITH THIS AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT - ,

'k

t!8,-=--

ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN

Come to Freeport, and Visit...

Desert of Maine

.. - ~aine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours. Nature Trails' Sand Artist
1783 Bam' World's Largest Sand Painting' Gift Shop' Store

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
Off U .S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962
I
ALSO RELAXING, COMFORTABLE CAMPING FACILITIES
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Limit One Coupon Per Person _ _ _ _ _ _C§:t'JI

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
Ewr;:FP:nmrW@} No other radio
station in Portland off~rs you

•

ART

Rlc.tta'. Brick Ov.n Pizza, 29
Western Ave. So. Portland. ·Self
Portraits and Evolution: wor!<.in a variety
of medas and fonnats by Fran Mason.
Through Nov 1. For more information,
call 775-7400.
Spruee Point II • The Sept.mber
Show, Spruce Point Inn, Atlantic Ave,
Boothbay Harbor. Exhibit of Maine
artists: Jane Dahmen. Gayle Fraas!
Duncan Slade. Paul Heroux, Eric
Hopkins, Judith Ingram, Thomas
Paiement, Paula Ragsdale, Richard
Saltonstall, Nikki Schumann, Allan
Walton , through Sep 16. For more
information, call 6334 152.
Stein Qallery Contemporary Glass, 20
Milk St, Portland. Three-dimensional
abstract paintings in glass by Stephen
Nelson and Daniel Gaumer through Oct
15. Hours: Mon-Sat11 am-6pm, Sun 14 pm. 772-9072.
University of Southern M.lne. AREA
Gallery, Campus Center. 96 Falmouth
St, Portland. ·Worlds in Aux: Costumes
of East Asia•• through Sep 28. Hours:
Mon-Fri 7am-l0 pm, Sat-Sun 10am-l0
pm.

the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb gard en to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
Bu t you probabl y know tha t already.

bI~,,,M!~ ~ I
Portland's Newsrralk Station

Abacu. a.llery. 8 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Paintings by Daniel
Merriam through Sap 30. HouB: MonSun 10 am-6 pm. 633-2166 .
Th. Art a.llery of the Chocol.t.
Church, 804 Washington St. Bath.
·Fogures and Faces: a juried show in
several visual mediums. Hours: MonFri 10-4; Sat 12-4. Formoreinfonnation,
call 443-4090 or 371 -2144.
Bowdoin College Mu....m of Art,
Brunswick. ·Selected Prints from the
Vinalhaven Press Collection: 77 prints
produced at the press since its founding
in 1984. Through Sep 23. An exhiM of
color serigraphs by So.Harpswell artist
John Carman will be on display
throughout Sep and Oct in Lancaster
Lounge, Moulton Union. Open daily.
8:30 am-midnight. For more infonnation,
call 725-3254.
The Cent.. of Nnlv. Art , Rte I,
Woolwich. ·If Indians Made Scrolls:
one-man show of paperworksby Richard
Lee. Through Sep 30. 442-8399 .
EI.m.nt. a.lI.ry. 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. ·Rocks. Bones and Ancient
Memories: Wor!<.s in Clay by Squidge
Davis: From intimate to sculptural to
monumental, Squidge Davis' objects
evoka our anoostors who liBt carved
bones and stacked stones to express
the sacred and CtlIate art. Through Oct
20. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. For
more information call ~ 11 OS.
aovernor'. aallery Spac., State
House, Augusla. ·Art Behind BaB:
works by inmates of the Maine
Correctional Center in South Windham.
Through Sep 26. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am5 pm. 28~2724 .
Hobe8oundaallert. . North, 58 Maine
SI, Brunswick. Transportation in Art,
exhibition to benefit Owl 's Head
Transportation M.Jseum. Contemporary
and vintage artists' wor!<. portraying
various modes of transpor1ation in a
variety of media. Works by Peter Maier,
Richard Estes. Reginald Marsh. others.
Through Sap 15. Hours: Tu&-Sall0:30
am-5 pm. For more information. call
725-4191 .
M.lne Co••t Artie", Russell Ave,
Rockport. "Skowhegan Area Artists·
group show and ·Mines-CavesQuarries: an installation by John Baird
through Sap 30. Hours: Daily 10 am-5
pm. 236-2875.
'ThomH MemorIal lib,.", 6 Scott Dyer
Rd, Cape Elizabeth. Sculpture by
Conslance M. Rush on display through
Oct 12. Marble. soapstone and alabaster
sculpture. Hours: 9 am-5 pm Mon. Wed,
Fri. Sat; 9 am-9 pm Tue and Thu. For
more information, cal 799-1720.
York Instltut. Mu.... m. 371 Main 51,
Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for the
Permanerlt CoIIection· through mid-Sep;
·Pants for Paintings' through mid-Ocl.
Hours: Tue-Sat 1-4 pm. Thu HI pm.
282-3031 .

W.ath_nd aallery, 374 Main St,
Rockland.
Fortuna
presents
"Construction - Works,· a celebration of
construction" the wor1<.er. tools, sites,
theprocess and the c:onstruclBd prodJct.
Sculpture , photographs , paintings,
prints. weavings and drawings are the
mediums. Artists represented are
BereniceAbbott. Dianne Bailon. Sonaa
Bogdonoff. Hilary French. Roger
Majorowicz, Wendy Memmott, Pam
Smith. Monty Smith. Jim Young and
Winiam Zorach. Through Sap 21 . Hours:
Mon-Fri, 8 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm .
For more infonnation call 596-6483.

OTHER
ArtIst In R_IeI.nee Program Deacline
for applications to new grants for areas
considered underserved by the Maine
Arts Commission is Sap 28. To be
eligible, artists' residencies must taka
place between Jan 1 and June 30 and
must oocur in one of the following 12
counties: Aroostook. Hancock, Knox,
Franklin,
Oxford,
Penobscot.
Piscataquis , Sagadahoc, SomeBet •
Waldo . Washington and York .
Information. applications andguidelines
are available by calling the Maine Arts
Commission at 289-2724. Applicants
must talk to Artist in Residence Program
Assooiates Nancy Salmon or Sharon
Townshend belore applying.
Danforth Gallery invites visual artists to
present work for an exhibition of
·Emerging Artists: Required: the artist
must either reside or attend school in
Maine. Artists chosen by lottery. This
exhibition allows emerging artists the
opportUnity to show their works. receive
professional reviews, possibly seU their
work and provides opportunities to
introc:iJce their work and themselves to
theartcommunity. For more information.
send SASE to Danforth Gallery. 34
Danforth St, Portland ME. 041 Ot.
Danforth aall.ry is looking for
submissions to the second annual
Senior Citizens' Art Exhibit, ·Route 1
from Kittery to Brunswick: A Senior
Perspective." Wor1<.s can focus on the
past, present or future and will be juried
by Martin Dibner. Six prizes will be
awarded. Deadline for submission of
Iwo- and three-dimensional wor1<.s is
Oct 1. For more information, send SASE
to Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth St,
Portland, 04101.
"Family W.....nd Odyaaey" Portland
Museum of Art hosts a seafaring
extravaganza Irom noon-5 pm on Sap
15, and 1-5 pm on Sap 16. In conjunction
with tha exhibition. ·The Boat Show:
Fantastic Vessels. FICtional Voyages:
demonstrations 01 boat building and
seafaring crafts will fill the weekend.
Demonstration both days of the process
of a eatlng Historic Ughtship Baskets,
as well as two films centering on ocean
voyages : "The Yellow Submarine' by
the Beatles on Sap 15 at 2 pm; and
·Around Alone: a film that documents
Maine entrepreneur Dodge Morgan's
non-stop solo sail around the world.
Sep 16 at 2 pm. All events are free with
museum admission . For more
information call 775-6148.
"Intoter.nee" (Sep 13 at 7 pm). Lillian
Gish slarsin D.W. Griffith's 'Intolerance'
one in a series of early classics in the
Portland Museum's fall film series, ·Art
in the Dar!<.· Considered by many to be
a milestone in the history 01 film,
·Intolerance· is an extravagant movie
comprising four story lines that trace
incidents of intolerance from the
persecution of Christ to the plight of the
2Oth-Qlfltury laborer. Also: ·Thomas
Graal's Best Film or Wanted - An
Ac!ress:(Sep2Oat7pm), a 19t7silent
film by Mauritz Stiller, in which a strongwilled debutante feigns an impoWlrished
background and catches the eye of a
handsome young actor who will go to
any length to secure her affections.
Tickets are $3 for museum members
and $3.50 for non-members. Portland
Mu seum of Art. Seven Congress
Square, Portland. For more information
call 775-6148.
Maine Co. .t Artl... , Russell Avenue.
Rockport. Reading by ·Mines-CavesQuarries' artist John BairdSep 14, 7:30
pm . Formoreinfonnation.caII236-2875.
Th. N_ Engl.nd Foundation for the
ArtIllNEA Regional Fellowships for
Visual Artists will five 1oawards in crafts
and 10 in photography. All awards will
be for $5,000. Also: the New Forms
Regional Initiative will support the
creation 01 new work by emerging and
lesser-known artists. Six to 12 awards.
ranging from $2.QOO.S5.000 , will be
distributed to individual or collaborating
artists whose projects explore new
definitions of cultures, disciplines or
traditions . The Initiative will lund
experimental work that is innovative in
form, contentlM1d context Application
guidelines wiD be available in Oct for
both grant programs, and theapplication
deacline for both is Jan 31,1991. For
more information. call (617) 492-2914 .

Spruce Point tnn, Atlantic Ave ,
Boothbay Harbor. 'Ways 01 Seeing Art.'
a lecture by Christopher Crosman
Director of the Farnsworth Museum. ~
Sap 16 at 7:30 pm. Also: Edgar Allen
Beam, author 01 ·Maine Art Now,' will
preside over a book-signing and wine &
cheese reception. Sep 16 Irom 5:307:30 pm. For more information. call 6334152.

SENSE

All classical guitar enthusiasts are invited
to meet and play altha studio of Michael
Katz. so Carlyle Rd, Portland, Sap 30 at
2 pm. For more information. call 7731133.
Chin ••• Langu.ge CI••••• The
Chinese-American
Friendship
Association of Maine is offering Chinese
language classes for beginneB and
advanced beginners. The 12-week
beginners class (to be held at the
Fores ide Estates Clubhouse in
Falmouth) will start on Sep 18 at7 pm.
Teacher: Marion Lee. The 12-week
advanced beginners class (to be held in
a yet-to-be determined address in
Portland) slarlsSep 17 at7 pm. Teacher:
Zhang Zhen . If there is interest,
adcitional classes will beoffemd in either
category. For more infonnation,call 7733192.
Chln_ ConvwsatlonCircie will begin
on Sep ~8 at 7:30 pm, Galvin St,
Portland. Come practice your Chinese!
For more infonnation. call 775-5951 .
Chl_ Cooking CI.. Four-week
course sponsored by the ChineseAmerican Friendship Association will
be held beginning Sep 191rom 7-9 pm
attha Union Station Cafe, 222 St Johns
SI, Por1land. Learn how to create your
own traditional Chinese meal from a
skilled cook. For more information, call
879-<l182.
Fln.nclal Workshop. for the Mid-life
and Older Woman The Displaced
Homemakers Program works with Maine
women as they find themselves in difficu"
life transitions. In cooperation with
American Assoc. of Retired Persons,
the program will offer a series of seven
financial workshops aimed at
broadening the financial knowledge
base of mid-life and older women. Series
will offer speeches by local financial
experts, followed by small group
discussion and wor!<.. Starts Sep 17.
Price is $20 for seven weeks. Several
partial/lull scholaBhips available . For
more information call 773-3537 or 1800-442-2092, ext. 333.
Oetting Published Wor!<.shop lor fiction
and nonfiction writers. sponsored by the
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance
10 am-3:30 pm on Sep 29 in the Belfasi
Free Ubrary's Abbot Auditorium, 46 High
St. Belfast. To be taught by Richard
Grant. author of · Views from the Oldest
House: 'Rumors 01 Spring· and
·Saraband 01 the Lost Time .· Wor!<.shop
will cover mar!<.et research, manuscript
formats, co_letters. marketing. literary
agents and other aspects of getting
published. For reservations and more
information, call 729-6333.
In TracIIs of the Buddha A 5-week
course in Buddhist throught and
meditation practice. Tueeves, beginning
Sap 25. 7 pm. in yarmouth . Costis $35.
For more information, call CarroM Dunn
after 6 pm at 846-0764.
.Journal Keeplnt Wor!<.shop taught by
Alfred DePew from 2-4 pm on Sunday
afternoons at Books, Etc, 38 Exchange
St, Portland. beginning Sep 2a. This
workshop is designed for those currendy
keeping a journal and those who wish to
start one. Many writing techniques will
beciscussed. including problem solving,
free writing. imaging and the inclusion
of dialogue. Pre-i'egistration required.
$80 for members, $100 nonmembeB.
Send to MWPA. 19 Mason St .
Brunswick. 04011 . Formoreinformation
call 729-6333.
Lecture, "Cantone.e Artitacta:
Chlnolserl••nd the Earty AmerIcan
Idealization of Chin.." presented by
U.S.M. Free andopan to the public. Sap
13. 5:30 pm at U.S.M: s Pordand
campus, Payson Smith Hall, Rm 1. For
more information call 780-4440.
Lecture: Vladimir Shlrla.", a leading
Russian rocket eng ineer, will discuss
the Soviet space program at 7:30 pm in
the Chase Hall Lounge, room 113 of
Camegie Science Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Free. Preceded at4:15 by a
technical talk by Mr. Shiriaev on
diagnostic studies of the Soviets'
·Energia· rocket booster. For more
information, caU 786-6330.
M.lne DOS UMr aroup meets the first
Wed 01 ewry month at7 pm at Southern
Maine Technical College, Machine Tool
Technology Bldg Auditorium , So.
Portland. Membership rales are $25 per
year; free for full-time students. For more
information. call 775-7276.

"The Cong,.." Free public screening
01 a documentary by film-maker Ken
Sums Sap 13 at 7 pm at the Portland
Public Library, followed by a discussion
featuring a joumalisrs perspective on
the U.S. Congress. Five Monument
Square, Por1land. For more information
call 871-1700/1710.
Managem.nt Training U.S.M.'s
DepartmentofContinuing Education for
8usiness is offering a program
specifically designed for the emerging
manager. ·Integrated Managemenr is
an intensive 10-day course that will take
place Fridays, Sap 14-Nov 16 at CEB,
68 High St , Portland. For more
information call 874-6510.
The National AbortIon Rights ActIon
League of Main. IMalne NARALI
Informational meeting on what you can
do to secure the right to choose for the
women of Maine: video ·Abortion for
Survival: Sap 13 at 7 pm, Southern
Coastal Family Planning, 500 Forest
Ave. Portland. For more information call
871-7133.
Southworth PI.netarlum Astronomy
Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm ; Laser Shows
Fn-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission is $3 for
adults , $2 lor students and children (no
children under 5). For more information
call 780-4249.

OFFlHE

CLOCK

Bowdoin Colleg. Museum of Art is
looking for volunteers to work as
receptionists and sales cJer1<.s. Training
Will be provided. Shifts are Tue-Sat 10
am - l pm and 1-5 pm . For more
information call Helen Duba at 7253064.
DI.I KIDS is telephone peer counseling
staffed by trained teenagers. The
program provides information, relerrals
and counseling to area teens gives the
peer counselors a meaningful volunteer
wor!<. experience. Interested teenagers
can call .871 · 1015 duri ng the day for an
appbcaoon, or call Dial KIDS at 774TALK to talk to a volunteer about what
they do. People who are accepted to the
program attend 27 hours 01 classroom
instruction before going on the
telephone.
Feel good aboutl/ourself andleam new
skills! You can make a difference!
Volunteerfor Dial INFO and help people
who are in aisis. All wor!<. can be done
from your home via the telephone.
Complete training and resources
provided. Next session begins Oct 13.
Call Ingraham Volunteers, Inc. at 8741055 for more information.
aen.ral Theological Cent.. needs
volunteers to work as book processing
assistants to count. acknowledge, sort
and catalogue the many used books
received as gifts. General famiHaritywith
~ks. e~pecially books of religious,
philosophical, psychological or spiritual
Interesl, would be helpful. Daytime hours
are available 9 am" pm. For more
information. call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874·1015.
Maybe
Som.day
Non-profit
organization. a developing and
in,novative program lor caring for people
With multiple sclerosis. is looking for
volunteers. People are needed to share
their interests with the dients of the
program , taking them to movies Dr
wor!<.ing on proJects, etc. For more
information. visit Maybe Someday
Bookstore. 195 Congress St, Portland,
or call 773-3275.
N_ England Rehabilitation Hoapltal
IS looking for someone to assist
oocupational therapists . Volunteer will
make basic alterations on wash mitts
slings and wheelchair bags with sewinQ
machine. Training will be provided and
a lunch pass will be provided for the
days that you work. For more
information, call 874-1015.
T....I Make oth.... feel better. Join
the team of peer counseloB for Dial
KIDS, 774-TALK Helpline. Septraining.
Call 874-1055 NOW lor an application
and an interview.
USM Community Programa is looking
for \'Olunteers to lecture and present
seminars for its New Dimensions
P~ram . Presentations may be on any
subJBCI of the volunteer's expertisa and
will be given to groups of 8-20 retirees.
Good communication andorganizational
skills are essential. Volunteers receive
free program membership. Group meets
Saturdays, 9:30-11 :30 am. For more
information, call the Centerfor Voluntary
Action at 874·1015.

HELP

H.O.P.E. SeK-help support groups with
facilitators meetweekJy to help heal the
emotional pain associated with serious
diseases. Meetingsare at Unity Church ,
16 Columbia Rd, Portland, Tuesdays 24 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10 am12 noon. There are also support groups
for the family and friends of the ill which
meat Thursdays. 7-9 pm. For more
information call1-800-33~HOPE.
Ingrah.m Volunt..rs Helpavailable by
phone 24 houB a day. Call 774·HELP .
Injured Work.... Meeting for workers
having diffirulty with workman 's comp o
system 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church
comer of Labanon and Maine streets'
Sanford.
'
L..bl.n SUrvivor'. Sh.rlng A tenweek, co-facilitated support group for
lesbian survivors of childhood sexual
abuse/incest who are interested in
learning, healing and growing in a safe,
confidential, collective atmosphere .
Suggested fee per session is $35 .
However, a s~ding lee scale is available
upon request Group meetings will be
held in Portland during evening hours at
Womenspace Counseling Center. For
more infonnation call Vivian Wadas at
871-0377.
Outright .Portl.nd alliance of gay,
lesbian, bisexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
people ages 22 and under in a safe
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, PO
Box 5028, Station A, POrtland. 04101 ,
or call 774-HELP.
ParentaAnonymous is a seW-help group
for parents who want to develop better
parenting skills and are seeking support
and advice Irom other parents. Weekly
meebngs are on Tuesdays at 6 pm or
Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland. Child
care is provided. Meetings are free. For
more information. call 871 -7411.
Portl.nd P.r.nt Support aroup
sponsored by Mainely Families, Inc.,
meets every Wed from 7-9 pm at Clar!<.
Memorial Church, Forest and Pleasant
Po.rtland. Parents share support and
guidance Irom other parents who share
similar experiences in raiSing preteens
and adolescents. while learning new
skills to prevent problems before they
occur. The support group is open to all
an area parents at no charge. For more
infonnation,call Mainely Families at 7741884.
Survivor'. Sh.rlng A ten-week cofacilitated support and counsel group
for survivors of childhood sexual abuse/
ince~t who are interested in leaming,
healing and growing in a safe
confidantial , collective atmosphere:
Group meetings will be held in Portland
during evening hours at Women space
Counsel.ing Center. Suggested fee per
~ess~ IS$35. However. a sliding scale
IS available upon request For more
information, call 871-0377.
Wing. Support Groups Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St, So . Portland and
Thursday , 7-9 pm at 11 Day St,
Westbrook. For more information call
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
'
YounterWldowslWldowers Support
Group Men andwomen5Oyearsotage
or younger who have been widowed
within the last 3 yeaB are invited to
attend a support group to help and
encourage each other through the
nonnal grief process. There will be a
small donation, though no one will be
turned awa~ for inability to pay. Eight
meebngs will be held in Yarmouth on
Thu eves begiming Sap 20. For more
information call 846-5285/9480.
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IDlprovisational
CODledy Workshop
with TIm Ferrell
During th~ pa~t 12 years .Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New
York University and Julhard. He founded and directed the "Usual Suspects"
Improv. C. and was Artistic Director of the comedy club, "Who's on First".

Thi.s 10 week worshop begins on Saturday, October 13th. The workshop
wll! c::xplore the funda",!entals of improvisational comedy. This relaxed
partiCipatory workshop ~s an excellent and enjoyable way for performers
and non-performers alike. to learn improvisation while increasing their
confidence and spontaneity.

For lDore inforlDation call: 879-0070

TAKE A FEW

IIARDING~ BOOK ~ijO~

MINUtES TO GO
THROUGH
YOUR GARBAGE.
El'er)' Sunday, more than
500,000 trees are used
to produce the 88% of newspapers
that are never recycled.

American consumers and industry
throw 'JNIayenough aluminum
to rebuild our entire commerci al
airfleet eVI!rJI three months.

538 Congr.ss Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highesl Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals

...

Slogle Items or large collecllons wanted

BROWSERS ALWAYS WElCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.·Sat.
Member
Antq uonon Boobelell AuoclCltion of A meric a

1-800-228-1398
76t '2t5O
538 Congress st.

WELL
NESS

Adult Health Screening for aabetes,
anemia. colorectal cancer. high blood
pressu re and cholesterol level
sponsored by Community Health
Services. Two or more tests per person
areavailable, time permitting. Donation .
For more inlonnationcall775-7231 , ext.
551 . or toll free 1-800-643-4331 .
Alyaloka Buddhist Retr_ and Study
Center, Heartwood Circle, Newmar1<et,
N.H, a country retreat facility. One can
come to Aryaloka simply to relax or
improve phy sical health, to deepen one's
sense of calm and well-being through
meditation. Offering meditation days.
weekend retreats, rai Chi and yoga
classes. For more infonnation. call (603)
659-5456.
Continued on page 22

WOLF

NEsrArE JEWELRY
Tues. - SaL 11-5

646·8785

Route 1, Welt.

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Bluefish
.

We throwaway
glass bot~es and jars to
fill the 1,350·foot twin towers
of New York's World Trade Center

eveT')' two weeks.

We throwaway enough
i ron and steel to
mntinuousiy supply all
the nation's automaker;.

The ordina ry bag of trash you t h row a way is slowly becoming
a serious proble m for everybody.
Not only arc wc run ning out of resources to make the products we need
'
bu t we're running ou t of places to pu t wha t's Ie[\; over.
Write t he E nvironmental De fense Fund a t : 257 P ark Avenue SouLh
New Yo:k, NY 10010, for a free brochu re that will tell you virtually ,
everyth Ing you need Lo know about r ecycling.
The few minutes you t ake to learn how Lo recycle will s pa re u s all
a lot of garbage later.

with Garden Tomatoes,
Sweet Walla Walla Onions
and Oregano

$8.95
One of many entrees under $10
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58 Pine Street 773-8223
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Subtract one video-game
from your child's day.
Add 15 minutes of
KUMON math study.
That .tquals a lifetime
of success.
Ten-to-twenty minutes of individualized
KUMON math study (under careful
supervision) each day is all it lakes for
your child to perform successfully in
math . With the KUMON METHOD, your
child will build confidence, improve study
habits, receive a strong foundation in the
basics, and find a sense of achievement
that will last far beyond the boundaries of
formal education.
Self-discipline, self-confidence and
self-Ieamlng are all achieved with the
KUMON METHOD. Math doesn 't have
to be diHicu~ or boring any more.

r!~!!~Tg~.

S. Portland KUMON MATH CENTER
929-52600

Contin~ from

ENROLL YOUR CHILO IN THE
NEAREST MATH CENTER
FROM SEPTEMBER 1st
THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30th
AND WE'LL WAIVE THE
$30.00 ENROLLMENT FEE!
That's rlght! We want your child to
start enjoying the benefits of the
KUMON METHOD now, before the
school year begins, so we're waiving
the enrollment fee . Don 't send your
child back to school wilhout the right
equipment. The KUMON METHOD
means MATH SUCCESS.

1.6 million Kumon students
world-wide WILL NOT be wrong.

1-800-MATH-BUG

A [f]crJJ({))N ~[g)@
Services and Products Auction
Auction To Benefit People Living With AIDS

The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th Floor
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774-6877

....

"* 28+ Contributors "* 50+ Services & Products "*
Woodford's Congregational Church,
202 Wood fords Street, Portland

Saturday, September 22,1990 - 7:30 P.M.
For More Information Call:
Jeannie Ross at 774-6877 exte sion 78
All proceeds go to The AIDS Project to support AIDS-related
programs and services

CascoBav
~EKLV

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

Order your own tOlally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash,
Check o r Money Order) and the address label below 10:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
T-Shirts arc l00"A> Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pock et.

-~--------------------_______________________________________________

N~:

Mailing Addcess: _______________________________________
City:_____________________'State & ZlP: _________________
Daytime phone 11: ______________________________________
VISA/Me 1I,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Exp. date _ _ __
Specify Color:

o Black
o Aqua

.-

0
0

Pink
Royal Blue
Alternate color if first choice not available:

Blldng In Freeport and Varmouth
Casco Bay Bicycle Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Fmeport and Yarmouth at
6 pm. For location of rides, call Chertie
at 865-3636 or Kelra at 829-4402.
Casco Bay BIcycle Club Upcomlnll
Trips: Sizzling Tuesdays in North
Windham (30 miles), Tuesdays, 5:30
pm, ~ at Sizzler Steak House, North
Windham (Gary Davis, 892-8257); Bar
Harbor Weekend with MOAC, Sep 1416, meet at Back Cove Shop 'N Save at
5pm (Sue Raymond, 871-0264); North!
South Berwick area Sap 23 (UzVezeatJ,
646-5396); Second Annual Bear Notch
Ride, Sep 29, 8 am, meet at Gorham
Shop 'N Save to carpool (Mike Momson,
772.a465); Ossipee Mountain Ride and
Fim Tower Hike (37 miles), OcIS, 9am,
meet at Gorham Shop 'N Save (Evelyn
Cookson, 854-5029). For more
information on club activities, call the
Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118.
Elltuary Day: The Wells Reserve at
Laudholm Farm will present the following
events: Mr. and Mrs. Fish at 1 pm,grand
opening of exhibRs in Visitors' Center,
and dedication of msearch lab by Gov.
John McKernan at 4 pm on Sep 15.
Free. Rain or shine. Wells National
Estuarine Research Reserve, off Rte 1
north of Wells. For more information call
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WELL
NESS
Community H.alth S.rvlc•• will
sponsor well-child clinics for children
birth-age S. Comprehensive physical
examinations, screenings, lab work and
immunizations am provided. Sliding fee
scale. Clinics will be held at the following
times and places: Sap 13, 9-11:30 am,
Standish Kiwanis Club, Rte25,Standish;
Sep 14, 9-11:30 am, Yarmouth First
Parish Congregational Church, 135 Main
S~ Yarmouth. For more information call
775-7231, toll free 1-800-643-4331 or
1-800-479-6331 .
ExcerclsePl'ogramforHeartPlltlents
oHered by USM's Lifeline Program. This
program is designed for individuals who
have either had a heart attack, coronary
by-pass surgery, angioplasty or angina.
Through Nov 14. For more information,
call 780-4170.
"Famlll_1n CrIsI.· Chlldrtlft In Need"
is the theme for Sweetser-Children's
Home Fall Conference, which will include
30 workshops covering a wide range of
child- and family -related topics.
Confemnce is open to the public. The
registration fee of $45 includes the
general sessions, two workshops and
luncheon. Sep 14 from 9 am-3 :45 pm,
50 Moody St, Saco. For more informabon
or to register, contact Pat Beaudoin at
284-5981, ext 242.
Fr. . Lytlftll_ Voga CIa. . to invigorate
and relax you. W~elhusband team of
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy will
oHer classes at Portland Yoga Studio,
SI S Congress St, Portland . Five
separate fall sessions will bagin on Sep
12, t 3 (two classes), 18 and 2t . Cost of
IS-week sessions: $104. Cost of 10week sessions (Fridays) :$80. For more
information, call 797-5684 .
Freedom from 8mokinll USM Lifeline
is oHering an 8-session group program
to help individuals quit smoking . Classes
begin Sap 25. Ragistration deadline is
Sep 19. USM Portland Campus on
Falmouth S1. For more information call
780-4170.
Oourm.t Cooklnll Made Healthy
Sponsored by the American Heart
Association, SMTC and Maine Affiliate,
Inc., this 8-week cooking series will
address the basic principles of gourmet
cooking, taking into consideration the
required modifications for a hearthealthy diet Series bagins Sep 7 on
cable channel 37 . For mom information ,
call 77S-5522 or 799-121 2.
H.rb. For S.nlor. Workshop
Participants will discuss heallh patterns
and problems of aging. Discussion will
focus on locally available herbs useful
foroptimal heaJlhand tortraating specific
diseases . Topics to be included :
osteoporosis/arthritis, cardiovascular
disturbances, digestive function, cancer
and more. From 9 am-4 pm at the
Sabbaday Lake Shaker Village, RR 1,
Poland Spring. For more information,
call 926-4597.
Keys to Oreat., Awaren_ Ananda
Center of Portland presents a workshop
on expanding the sense of personal
identity in order to tap into energy &
awareness. Focus on techniques of
deep breathing, exercise, affirmation ,
music and meditation. Cost: $ 10. Sap
13 at 7:30 pm, WestChurch,32Thomas
St, Portland. For more information call
878-8673.
Loy. Your Back USM Lifeline Center
oHers a 6-week exercise course for
people with m~d or chronic lower-back
pain. Tue at ~ :1 5 pm on the USM
Portland Campus. For more information,
call 780-4170.
Medltat• • FOI' a Ch ....lI. Learn to
meditate , 6 week course beginning Sep
19 in Portland. Cost: $30. To be taught
by Friends of the Western Buddhist
Order. In this busy and complex wor1d,
start the process tor peace of mind. For
information and registration , call 6422128.
Natur. Walk. Unllmlt.d offers
"Encountering Oneself in Nature":
individual sessions, night walk series
and special environment workshops.
Co·sponsored by Dinnell & Hall . For
more information can 774-2441 .
N_ 1'al Chi cIa_ and fall YOlia
cl..... tor all levels, pre-natal yoga
and a new therapeutic class offered at
The Yoga Center, PO Box 1243,
Portland. For more information call 7994449.

Danc. Magic: children's creative
movement, beginning ballet and jazz
dance for 4-14-year-olds. For fall
regi stration and information contact the
following : Cumberland Community
Services at 829-2208, Portland School
of Ballet at 772-9671, Yarmouth
Community Services at 84&-9680, or
Casco Bay Movers at871-1013.
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Library
(871 -1700): Sa~ 10:30 am; Riverton
Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm.
Stories for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
(871 -1700): Mon' Wed and Fri, 10:30
am; Riverton Branch Library (797-2915):
Fri, 10:30 am; Prince Memorial Ubrary,
Cumberland (829-2215): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 yearolds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5
year olds).
Vounll P.ople's C.nter for the
P ....onnlnll Arts A unique ballet- plusIheater experience for children. Ballet
ages 7-16, pre-ballet ages 4~. Cmative
modem dance, ages &-9 and 10-14.
Workshops: musical comedy, scenic
design, lighting, costume design and
Jazz dance. To mgister and for more
information, call Barbara Goelman at
766-2857.

646-1555.

Quinn Goes to the Dogs
My wife and I recently bought a house. That was the easy
part. Picking up the puppy at the pound was when the true
challenge began. If raising a puppy is not a sport yet, it should be.
Here is an indispensable list, for new puppy owners and prospective ones, of events that will transpire as rites of passage:
1) Puddles everywhere - middle of the room is normal.
2) Poop everywhere - but corners are more likely.
3) No more meals in peace without a series of begging
yelps (guaranteed to succeed).
4) Bites on the hands, wrists, arms and toes like they were
going out of style. The puppy will treat you like a "walking bone"
who yells "NO!" a great deal.
5) Kiss your mail goodbye. Not only will the puppy open
it, she'll eat it as well. Newspapers stand no chance of being read
with a puppy in the house.
6) Eating anything on the street becomes an art fonn.
Edible is not the question. Will it fit in the puppy's mouth is the
only criterion: metal, string, glass, feathers, fish bones on Commercial Street. Life is a real potpourri for a creature who travels
through life with its sniffing nose an inch off the ground.
7) Slippers, shoes, socks - any clothing item designed for
the foot is fair game for being ripped into shreds of its former self.
Expensive sneakers should be moved to your safety deposit vault.
8) Don't bother to wash your face anymore. If your pup
doesn't remove it, she'll lick it to death with the longest, wettest
pink tongue this side of Mick Jagger.
9) Resign yourself to the "oohs" and "aahs" of totally
naive passersby who can think only how incredibly cute your
peeing, pooping, yelping, biting, mail~estroying, goat-impersonating, shoe-mangling, face-lapping puppy is.
10) Don't give up the fort. Enjoy these puppy days even if
they seem like Stephen King movie highlights. Some day your
puppy will be a dog, lying around and doing almost nothing. Just
like the rest of us ...

Main. Outdoor Adyentur. Club
Upcoming trips: Black Angel Trail
Maintenance Trip Sap 15-16, Bike and
Canoe in Bar Harbor Ama, MOAC and
Bike Club Trip Sap 15-16. For more
information, call 871-0624 .
Main. Women Outdoors Hiking and
bicycling day trips am open to all women
18 and older: bicycling in IIseboro, Sap
IS; Baldplate Mountain Day Hike, Sap
23; canoeing on the Haraseeket River,
Fmeport, Sep 30. For more information,
write Maine Women Ouldoors, RR 13
Box 343, Augusta, 04330 or call 5473919.
Mar.h Natur. C.nt.r 8umm.r
programa:CanoeToursdaily 10-11 :30
am, Tue and Thu &-7:30 pm ($61$5 for
members, $71$6 for non-member); Salt
Marsh AdvenWm, watkexploms unique
ecology of the salt marsh, Mon 9:30-11
am, Thu 2-3 :30 pm ($2 for members, $3
for non-members); Dawn Birding, look
and listen foragmts, glossy ibis, herons,
ducks, willets and swallows, Wed 78:30 am ($2 for members, $3 for nonmembers). Maine Audubon Society's
Scarborough Marsh Natum Center is
IocaIBd on Route 9 in Scarborough. For
more information on any of the above
programs, call 883-5100.
outdoor Trip Hotlln. Latest bicyding,
hiking, camping, canoeing and other
trips sponsored by the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor
Adventure ClUb. Call 774-1118 .
Pizza Rid. 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays atS pm at Pars
Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Scarborough. Formoreinformation, call
799-1085.

MikL Quinn

8r.-lch and Relu Yoga 8-week fall
sessionbaginsSep 18andrunslhrough
Nov8. Classes available Tue 7:30-9 pm
and Thu 5:30-7 pm. $70 for 8 weeks
($35dePOS~), single classes $1 O. Space
limited; please register in advance.
Crystal Springs Farm, Dayton (near
Saco), can 499-7515.
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Main. 8.nlor Oam •• Two-day
statewide competition Sep 14-15 for
older adults will be held in Bangor and
Portland. Track, swimming, bowling,
golf, tennis, table temis, racquetball ,
bicycling, horseshoes, basketball ,
softban throw and football throw are the
sporISrepresented. Seniorsw~lcompelB

in five age categories: 55-59, 6O~ , 6569,70-74, and 80 and older. Entry lee is
$5, which includes t-shirt and certificate
of participation (extra lee for bowling
and go"). Entry forms are available at
any Casco Northern Bank office or
through the Southern Maine Area
Agency on Aging . Formomintormation,
call 775~503 .
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OUTSIDE

SPORT
Three of four "Peak to P. .k Maine
Alpin. Running" races remain to be
run : Sugartoaf/USA on Sep 23, Shawnee
Peak in Bridgton on Sap 30, and Sunday
River in Bethel on OcIober 6. For more
information, call 784-156 1.
YWCA fall chlldcare registration is
ongoing. YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland .
For mom information call 874-1130.

Appalachian Mountain Club Capturing
the kaleidoscope of autumn colors on
film will bathe focus of the "Natural Ught
Photography Seminar,' designed for
photographers of all levels. All facets of
mountain photography using nawrallight
will be explored - timbertine, forest,
moving water, rocks, landscapes and
clouds. Two nights of the week will be
spent at the AMC's back-country facility
Zealand Falls. Pinkham Notch Camp in
NH will serve as the base for daily field
trips, lectumsanddarkroomworkduring
the remainder of the week. For
mservations and information, call orwrilB
Workshop Secretary, Appalachian
Mountain Club, PO box 298, Gomam,
NH 03581. (603) 466-2727.

FOR
KIDS
Archanll.1 Art School: Children'.
exhibit Portland Public Library oHers
an exhibit by children in PortIand·s Soviet
Sister City through 0cI30. Special public
program 7 pm on Oct 2 in the Rines
Meeting Room; information about
Archangel and Sister City program
presented. Library hours: Mon , Wed, Fri
~;Tue, Thu n00n-9; Sat 9-5. Formom
information, call 871 -1700 or 871-1710.
Art Studio Classes For Kids Fresh
Paint, 1 Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick.
oHers studio classes for preschoolers :
am or pm 2 1/2 hr. sessions, studio and
classroom settings. Apply now for 9091 school year. Class size limited. FuH,
part-time & drop-in day care also
available. Formore information, call 7254983.
A Child'. 8.lf-E.t_m: Growth
Throullh the Arts Edith Doughty,
children's theater dimctor and arts
eclocator, will present a free workshop
for parents and teachers. The hour-long
workshop will demonstrate specific
techniques for increasing a child's selfesteem through story-telling , song,
dance, mime, acting and games. Sep
13 at 7:30 pm at the sa String Guitar,
100 Front St, Bath . To mserve workshop
space or inquim about other dasses,
call 443-9603.

ETC
Antlqu. 8how and PreYl_ Brunch
The Women's Committee of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra will hold a brunch
9-10:30 am Sep 15 at the So . Portland
Armory. TICkets am $20. Antique show
to be held 10:30 am-5 pm Sep 15, and
11 am-5pm on Sap 16 attheSo. Portland
Armory. Admission is $3. Proceeds to
benefit the PSO. For mservations call
829-4562 or 781-4187.
Blcycl. Tour of Cap. Ellzab.th
Leisurely ride through So. Portland and
Cape Elizabeth led by John Reed
Houghton Sap 15, to am-2 pm. Tour
featums homes built by local builder
William
Murray , the planned
neighborhoods of Sylvan Sites and
Oakhurs~ aswellassomeearlyhomes.
Three-hour tour is designed for the
beginning cydist. Meatat the first parking
Iotin FortWiliiams Park, Cape Elizabeth .
The Gmater Portland Landmarks Tour
is $6 for members, $8 for non-members.
For mom information on Landmarks
Summer Tour Program, call 774-5561.
Compostlng U.S.M.'s Cooperative
Extension Service is oHering the services
of 35 individuals from Cumbertand and
York counties who have recently
completed a mastercomposter training
program and are now available to work
with individuals, families and groups
interested in leaming how to compost.
These trained volunteers will respond to
questions about backyard composting
and recycling of organic wastes for
apartment dwellers as well as home
owners. To request a composting fact
sheet or to contact a mastercomposter,
call your county extension office for
mferral to the nearest volunteer. In
Cumberland call 780-4205, in York call
324-2814 .
Enriched Golden Ag. Club invites men
and women 60 and over to Wednesday
luncheons and programs as follows : 91
19, Beau and David, music; 9126 ;
EleanorYerxa, advice on health, money.
Cost is $1.50. Reservations must be
made in advance by calling the Salvation
Army at 774~974.
Th. Llllhtship '12 NantuCket, an inthe-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic Landmark- and
Coast Guard-designated "Attraction
Vessel,' oilers guided tours on board,
Saturdays from 10 am-4 pm & Sundays
12 noon-4 pm . Adults $3, seniors and
children $1 .50. Groups by appointment.
For those intemsted in membership,
orientation meetings will be held on
board shipSep27at7 pm, Maine Wharf,
Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
Terminal). For more information call 7751181.
Seashor. Trolley Museum Rides on
and tours of authentically restored
trolleys. Wortd's oldest and largest
collection. Adults $5.50, Sr. citizens
$4.50, childrenS-1S$3.50, under6free.
Log Cabin Rd, Kennebunkport, Maine.
For more information, call 967-2712.
Social Group for single people ages 3555 Sight seeing, camping, boWling,
dancing, trips, etc. Formoreinformation,
call 856-1174 between ~ pm.

"'The most spectacu\ar,
st outrageoUS
the m?
\" Chicago 1 ribune
I
show '0 \aI .
September 15, 8!OO pm
Saturday,

ThUrsday, October 4.
~AMBODIAN NIGHT
Direct from Phnom Penh• Jst American Tour
ClaSSIcal Dance Co. of Combed'

Jazz piano !l'eets
North Afnca~
trad,tiona\ musIc!
Saturday
October 20, 8:00 pm

Compony of 37 done & . .
10
domplele Pinpiat Orche~~o Ki,lISlCla/15with
oodways
emonstration 01 7. perio""; mebegr.
~

once

Ins at B.

Friday, October 5.
G WORLD MUSIC & DANCE

rChfP Fortaleza BoliVian quintet
AI G dotter Yletnamese dance
aR,nepr &" hI,S Annenian Ensemble
IC a len Polish bagpipes
Afghani faodw d
.
rf ays emanstrollon at 7·
pe ormanees begin at 8
'

TIcke~:$12includesconoert
and ethnic foodl

The Portland Multicullural F r "
'
grants from the Notional {:Jvo IS sP<>nsored in part by
Aetna life & Casualty Foundot'?Wrrtef1thef f~ ~~ Arts, the
TMt, Peps;.Cola and~' <._~IC'~nt Monk.
s~fllOll{ets..

Ivo Papzov concert of Saturday
October.6, has been CANCEllED

due~ VIsa problems. TIcke~ may
returned or exchanged.
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Study Piano, composition or music
theory with composer - pianist Efiott
Cherry, B.A. Music. All ages and
levels. Looking forward to the smile
on your child's face. Adults welcome.

n2-2442.
Voice l.Bssons - Classical, Broadway
Musicals and Opera. MasIe1' of
Music.
Student
Rates.
South
Portland. 799-9056

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p. m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
personals
26 yr. old BWM, trim, fit and health,
blonde hair and blue eyes, looking
forward to meeting fit, healthy and
mature couples for fun, recreation
and confidential expereinces. CBW

377.
Cara Ute without you is intolerable. I looked for you at the
Portfand Museum of Art, but I got lost
in all those boats. Now I must return
to Rome. I will be back in one month.
Please call your Romeo.

NO FUN - Don't let this be
the forecast. Take out a Personal ad and find someone
fun to play with.

DWM 35 N/s good looking with
athelitic build who enjoys the outdoors, execise, dining out, movies,
canoeing, photography, antiques,
being together, sharing together,
museums, long walks, nature and
music. I'm a gentfeman with a good
sense of humour, whose kind and
sensitive, great listener, and often
romantic thru my words and deeds.
Please contact in you are a
SWFIDWF between 25 and 35 and
possess similar interests or qualities.
CBWBOX373
GWM LEATHERMAN 40's healthy,
sincere discreet, seeks trim, masculine, younger GM's to share ideas
expereinces and good times. Let me
be your daddy? Roger P.O. Box
1169, Sanford Maine 04073.

dating services
HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

DWM 28, shy looking for SlDWF 2732 interested in spending life with
someone and inle1'ested in a long
Ie1'm relationship with the possibility
of marriage. Those here today, gone
tomorrow need not reply. CBW Box
374. TPL22246
DWM 46 seeking attractive, witty,
arts literate, unencumberad SID
female 35+, for companionship,
mutual happiness, and have long
Ie1'm relationship in mind. Must know
how many steps there are to
serenity, have traditional values, and
be able to accept people as they are.
No modifiers or controllers. I am
looking for a deep meaningful, you
and I can do anything togetherness.
All replies greatfully answered. CBW
BOX 372. TPL 22244

MWM,
professional,
attractive,
physically fit, submissive. Seeks attractive, sensual, single or married
dominant female for exciting time.
Cleanliness a must. P.O. Box 9715,
Suite 252, Portfand, Me 04104.
SF 41, thoughtfull, caring, appreciative, seeks sensitive SM, nature and
animal lover to share outdoor and
indoor adventure. If you like to hike,
canoe, x-<:Ski, if you value honesty,
communication, and have a social
and
environmental
conscience,
please write CBW BOX 375.

Baffled by TPl numbers? See
the Talking Personal box on
adjacent page.

If you aren't looking for a surrogate
father, bitter divorcee or professional
workaholic - red on! I am an intelligent,
attractive,
unencumbered
SWM 37 with warmth, wit, country
sense and city smarts seeking intelconfident
woman
for
ligent,
friendship or relationship. Enjoy the
arts, movies, hiking, dining out,
traveling and nature. Prefer trim, attractive SWF 24-28 with sense of
adventure and humor who is independent, confident and maybe a little
crazy. Brunswick South, Photo appreciated and prompUy returned.
P.O. Box 1748, Sacc, ME 04072.

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal
Desperately seeking friendly (& stunning)
blonde at Green Mountain Coffee Friday

~~.,.t.

,1 ·900·646·4646
Ust.n to thou. . nd. of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX., Men & Women who went to
.....t YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
and Includea VoIc:email for extre privacy.

afternoon, September 7. Can we resume
our discussion of the art? I'm not sure
I've found all the figures in the
background; the figure in the foreground
was too distracting. Still considering
spending $1600? Lunch? Dinner? PO
Box 7938, Portland 04102.

$1.45/mln. Free Info: 1-800-927-INFO, Ext. 5715

It's an
outrageous
idea.
Get
connected
with
Casco Bay
Weekly's
Talking
Personal
Line.

24 Hour Service

'9 1..900.. 226 .. 2003
d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988..3139
d"

Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Care~"
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. As the oldest
dating service in N.E., we have introduced thousands of singles
with caring concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free consultation.
767-1366

Portland
783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never elfWl1ed·

from punk to junk,
from be-bop to bip-bop .. .

Q 1 .. 900.. 226 .. 2007
CJ 1..900 ..988 ..3136
~ 1 .. 900 .. 226 .. 2004
'tl;> 1..900.. 226..2006

d 1..900 ..988 ..3137
Q 1..900.. 226 ..2005

d . 1..900 ..988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1 ..800..388..8274
$5 per min. ( 3 min. minimum)

DRAWING: Learning to see Mon. or
Wed. eve classes. Beg. Sept. 24 for
10 weeks. $250 tuiton. Brochure: K.
Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth, ME 04107/Call799-5728.
OPENING
THE
DOORS
TO
CREATIVITY: Become empowered
with the essence of your creativity.
Multi-media workshops using art expereinces as vehicles for innovation
and creative problem solving. Six
weeks beginning Fri. AM's 9/21 10/26 or Tues. PM's 10130 - 1214.
Call Sarah Knock: 829-5750. SPECIAL SAT. AM WORKSHOPS.
COME TO 1 OR ANY COMBINATION OF 5.

WATERCOLOR ClASSES: Basic
Level: 7 weeks beg. Tues AM's Sept
25. INTERMEDIATE LEVEL: 6
weeks beg. Mon. AM's Sept 24. Call
Sarah Knock: 829-5750

stuff for sale
MAC Plus with 20MEG hard drive,
many programs and games $900 or
best offer. Call 761-5823 anytime!
Please leave name and number.
Sea Kayak, Skerray, (British, newest
V.C.P. model) 6 months old. 17'
fiberglass. Retractable skeg. Deck
pump with never used sprayskirt
Beautiful boat $1450. 767-7135.
l.Bave message.

instructor at
Colby College
& Waynflete

Yale fork lift, 2 ton, gasoline hard
tires, 6 cyI. great shape $3750. Call
761-0765

761-4569

Strung out
Each of the figures to the right is
supposed to look like one of the items
named below. Or has someone been
stringing us along?
See if you can match them up.
Cat's cradle
Crab
Sunset
Rabbit
Sea Gull
Lizard

POTIERY CLASSES for kids, starting in Sept., call for schedule and
prices. Nancy Carroll 854-0160.
Bridgton Potter (RI. 302) Westbrook.

Jeff Weinberger
772-0208

flutist/guitarist

D1!~e!!r.:s~!!2v~E

,
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GUITAR
LESSONS

• CarlDimow

TALKING
PERSONAL

learning

music lessons

TALKING PERSONAL

_

Triggerfish

_
_
_
_

Palm tree
Two ptarmigan
Crocodile
Breastbone and ribs
Hogan

/~
s

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. The
second prize winner receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen. Drawings are done at random. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one
entry is allOWed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wed., Sep. 19. The
solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the Sep. 27 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

o 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Re.1 Puzzle #37
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland. Maine 04102

With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals you can not
only read the personals,you can also listen to them and
leave a message of your own!
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to find out
more about the person placing the ad, to share more about
yourself, or just to see who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-ta-Person ad in Casco Bay
Weekly, you will be assigned a Talking Personal number
(TPL), free! You can leave an outgoing message so that
others can hear and leave messages of their own for you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue just follow
these simple instructions:
'
1. Dial 1-900-891>-2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each call costs 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial access code 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Elller the "J'PL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. listen to the recorded message', and leave
your response if you wish.
AD calho an: ocreened. Obtcene ma _ _ ... ID be delded.
'Person-IO-PeJ'Ion
may choo.: noI to
leave an oulgDlng m ....__

_ert/..,...

Solution to Real Puzzle #35
lOA ustralia
(a kangaroo)
2 China
(The Great Wall)
8 New York City
(a big apple)
7 Connecticut
(a map)
6 Belgium
(Flanders)
9 Louisiana
(a map)
13 United Kingdom
(abbreviation)

11 Utah
(a map)
14 Phoenix
(a phoenix)
5 Spain
(a map)
3 Brazil
(a palm tree)

CI

4 Denmark
(a flag)

Greater Portland's best film geographers include Buzzy Gautreau of
South Portland, who found his way to
a screen test at Alberta's, and Eugene
Downing of Portland, who gets to direct at Lola's. That's a take.

12 Canada
(a maple leaf)
1 Arizona
(the state seal)

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601
Message:

-----------------------------------

Name - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Category _ _ _ __

Address~____________

Total Number of Weeks _ _ _ __

City, Zip_____________

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

Phone (days), _ _ _ _ _ (eves) _ _ _ _-++ Extra Words at
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

_e Each _ _ _ __

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __
No
Talking Personal Line _--"C:.,::ha""rQa::e__
Check One yeaO 100
COST PER WEEK

Bring or mail ads with payment to:
MuHlply cost by number----Casco Bay Weetdy
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __
Classified Dept.
187 Cia rk Street
TOTAL DUE _ _ __
Portland, ME 04102
o Check or Money Order enclosed
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
o VISA
0 MasterCard
Card'
or call 775-6601
Exp, date

1990 United Feature Syndicate.

rates and fine print
RATES
All chlrges Ira per week.

Individual

Up to 30 words
$ 7.00
31-45 words
9.00
46-60 words
11.00
Each additional word
after 60
_15
DEADUNES
Line Ids: Monday IIOOn. Display ads: Friday 5 p.lI.

POLICY
caw wilillOl print Ids IhalllJek Jo IIuy or sell SIIlIlI semea br lIaney or 100'S or
Ids with PUIllIy Willi mnlent. caw will not print lull names, sllllet add_ or

phone IKImbel1 in the PERSON TO PERSON .diol. PERSON TO PERSON adveriisel1
must eilber provide I Post Office Box IKImber in lheir ad arise lhe
Box SeIYice.
AD i~lo",!atlon mnceming PERS~N TO PERSON. Idvertisel1 is kept s1riclfy
!X'nfidenll,al.
lIISeml lhe /lib! III calqonZl, reluse oredillds due Jo

caw

caw

Il1Ippropnalll mnlllnt, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
A word is mnsidered I word when illlls I tplce on both sides. A phone lUmber is
one wonl. ""nelution is fllle.

ERRORS

CB~ shall nol be liable brany IypognpilicelelTOl1, omissions, ar changes in the ad
w~ldI do l1li lHecl lhe value or canlenl of thnd or sabslantially c:hallilelhe meaning.

REFUNDS
Classilied Ids 1111 no"lIIlundable. C. .il wil h issued whn I ,lable error lias Men
Hlermined.
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biz services
Attention hunters! New England
Guides and Outfitters are now booking Fall Hunts in CT/RI/MA for
Canadien geese, ducks, pheasant.
partridge, doves, deer. 1. 2, or 3 day
hunts available. For free brochure
call or write N. E. Guides and Outfttters, 10 John Street, Attleboro, MA
02703. (508) 226-6542.
Custom sewing. alterations. Enjoy
beautiful clothing and perfect Itt
regardless of your size and shape.
Free consultation, reasonable rates.
Call 767-4072
MUSEUM QUALITY or acid free
mans cut and assembled for your
show. Custom work, fast tumaround, best quality and reasonable.
Call Monica Delehanty 772-4635.

body & soul
Personal Errand Service - for busy
people. Grocery shopping , laundry,
light housekeeping, rides, meal prep.
etc. Exc. Fleferences, reasonable
rates. Call Joanne 856-6042.
Personalized greeting cards, hand
created. Fun, all occasion, unique.
Simply call Big T Cards, 767-2263.
We'll retum your call prornptiy.
TUTORING : I am a young college
grad. who can tutor your child in
High School math, chemistry. French
and History. Please call Chris in
South Portiand at 799-8161 . Leave a
message.
TYPING, resumes, papers, correspondence, reports, spreadsheets,
etc. IBM PS2. laser printer, Wordpar ·
fect. Lotus 1-2-3. Will work from your
disk if desired. Reasonable rates,
fast tum around. Call Patti White 7730669

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?
Let us write lyrical, lucid and letter-perfect personal and business letters for
you! Speeches, ceremonies and messages to mark Special occasions, too!

LEITER BY LEI I ER
1-800-827-8010

"THE ACCELERATOR"
Loan Accelerator
System

>,

•
•
•
•

substantia' Int_st NYings
ahorter loan term
no qualifications
no reftnanclng costa

BAR OF SOAP
PUB
LAUNDRY
28 Milk Street

Call Mark S. Hider

$1 Draft
Proprietor
Mark

772-1512

"Unanned"

FREE FREE FREE

animals

Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
Car carrier avai lable

CALL n4-0268

H
I
D
E
R

I NEED HELP! I can't make it on my
own and will die soon after winter's
arrival. I am an orange female kinen,
very affectionate and very afraid.
774-9340.

business oppts.
Bad credit? Leam exactly how to fix
your credit report. Get loans, credit
cards, etc. Amazing recorded message reveals details. (617) 695- 1982 VW Rabbi~ 4 door, 4 speed
factory sunroof. Good body, runs
7310, call 24-hours a day.
well, original owner. Well maintained.
Be Entrepreneurial! Build and proftt
from your own business. Proven 892-5228.

wheels

successful home business plans. 1983 Mazda, 5 speed, 4 door, sunDarling Publishing,
100 Harris roof, 67K, excellent tires, AMlFM,
Avenue, SUite 219, Portiand, Maine many new parts. runs great. $1495
04103.
or best offer. 878-8461, leave message.

WANTED

I .,
I

t '

,.

25 entrepreneurs looking
for the business
opportunity of 0 lifetime.

VOLKSWAGON Vanagon, 1980.
Camper insert, double bed, sink,
storage, double battery system and
other accessories. 92,000 miles, only
16,000 with fully rebuilt engine. Reliable excellent bodywork. $3250
O.N.O. Call 797-9804.

Make 011 the money you want
ond have the time and freedom
to enjoy It.

employment

WORK FULL OR PART TIME
I

•

(207) 773-1418
24-HOUR HOTLINE

Creative. energetic retail-loving person for 25+ hourslwk. Unique jewelry
& gift shop in the Old Port. Apply in
person Conceits, 7 Moulton Street.

NEWS CORRESPONDENTS NEEDED
Casco Bay Weeldy seeks part-time News Correspondents to report
on communities outside the Gty of Portland. News Correspondenls
write news summaries for Casco Bay Weeldy's "NewsbriefsH section.
Correspondents stay in touch with 10C3l.leaders and citizen groups,
monitor agendas of 10C3I. city and town council meetings, and attend
those meetings when appropriate.
Correspondents should have an interest in issues that affect their
community. Correspondents must be able to write clearly, succinctly
and accurately. Experience in news reporting Is preferred, but not
required.
H you are interested in your rommunity and in becoming a contributor to Casco Bay Weeldy, please send a letter detailing why and
writing clips, if any, to:

CoscoBov
~EEKLY
187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Andy Newman, News Editor

roommates

For a complete listing of workshops,
retreats, seminars: JOURNEY INTO
SOULMAKING,
THE
ENNEAGRAMM,
ENCOUNTERING
SELF IN NATURE, DRAWING AS A
WAY OF SEEING, CALL DWINELL
& HALL AT 799-1024.
GENDER STUDY GROUP - For men
and women who wish to explore
what it means to be malelfemale in
our society. Reading and discussion.
Meets every 3-4 weeks. Will have
male co-Ieader. For more information
call Carrie Peterson at 773-9625.
INSIDE OUT - THE ALL IN ONE
WORKOUT! 6 week fall session
begins Sat. Sept. 22nd thru Oct.
27th. $28. Certified instruction by
Diane Demos. For registration and
information call 774-2822.
In Tracks of the Buddha. 5 week
course in Buddhist thought and
meditation
practice.
Tuesdays
beginning Sept. 25, 7:00 pm in
Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn at 8460764 aller 6. Cost $30.
LESBIAN COUNSELING group: A
weekly counseling group for women
who wish to explore themselves
more fully. Group will begin at the
end of Sept. at 232 St. John Stree~
Portiand. Cost is $70/month . Group
will be co-led by 2 therapists. For
more information, please call 7757927 and leave a message. Confidentiality respected.
PERSONAL MYTH GROUPS forming in Portiand and Portsmouth. Explore,
discover your Personal
Mythology in dream work, autobiography, animal symbolism and more.
Individual consultations usinh Mythi
Astrology. Wendy Ashley 207-7665108.
REBUILDING :
AFTER
YOUR
RELATiONSHIP ENDS - For people
who are dealing with the end of a
relationship, this group will assessllend support as you leam to
rebuild your life. (weekly - 10 weeks)
For more information call Carrie
Peterson at 773-9625
WOMEN'S SUPPORT - A group
which will address all issues of ~fe :
relationships.
career.
parenting,
spirituality, seXUality, co-dependency,
addicition, etc. (weekly - 12 week
comittment). For more information
call Carrie Peterson at 773-9625

POLARITY REAUZATION
CERTIRCATION PROGRAM

Treatrnenl. lot Addiclions, AOOA 155UCIi and Co-Dcpcndcncy

_,Gnoupe_CaupIa

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
UCCNOd Subltanc:e Abuse Cowudor

Our 160-hour Polarity TheNpy

CertifiC8tion Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months.
beginning October.
The program CO"9TS all aspects of
polarity therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.
Appro"9d by Maine Dept. Ed. Nurses
CEUs. Member APTA. ABMP affiliated
school. Please caltfor information.

REAUTY 11IERAPY
certified therapist
personal growth • grief
tkpression • addk;lions
Barbtw..
774-8149
Loew~-Irla,",y,

ROOMMATE WANTED : large intown house with yard and some
parking. Spacious and light top floor
garrett (2 rooms) available now.
Sharged living arrangement with
owner. a professional male, and
another male. Rent #300 plus shared
Cumberland: Non-smoking female utilities. Call 773-9733 evenings.
roommate needed to share 4 bed- SHARE AND SPLIT an apt. and the
room house which has a wid, large bills. Near Old Port. downtown. Parklivingroom, a garage for storage, a ing, 2 bedroom $212.50 rent. Nonlarge yard and a Golden Fletriever. smoking
female
seeks same.
$213/month + utilities and security. Evenings 76H)273
Call 829-4124
SPACIOUS, SUNNY. great closets!
Desperately seeking a responsible Professional, easYlloing, NlS to
roommte MlF to share spacious east share 2BR apt in South Portiand.
end 2br apt with discreet GM. Avail. Oct 1st $2551month + 1/2
$242.50 includes heat + 1/2 inciden- heat. Call 799-3685.
tals . Sorry I smoke if that offends. InSeeking responsible MlF, N/s to
terested call 761-4091.
share house in Cape Eliz. Great
FALMOUTH: large sunny unfur- location in quiet area. 2-3 bedroom,
nished room, avail., to a 3rd prof, 2 bath , wid, storage. Call Don 767nls, mlf roommate in a wonderful, 4581 or 783-3936 (days).
redone executive home, 10 min.
from Portiand. Includes deck, large Stroudwater housemate N/s Female
yard, parking. fireplace, modem wanted to share home with prof.
kitchen, wid $350 + Heat + utilities. male. You get all the amenities and 2
large
rooms
upstairs.
Great
Avail. Oct 1. Call 781 -5041
neighborhood, large treed yard off
Female house mates wanted for Audubon
Sanctuary.
Storage,
beautiful, fully furnished home on the laundry, parking . $350 + 1.2 utilities.
water in Harpswell. Spectacular set- Call 773-8618
ting. 10 min. from Brunswick and
Bath. N/S, no pets $400 monthly +
share of utilities. Call 729-6062

NEW ONGOING THERAPY GROUP forming now
Are you tired of sitting and talking?

Do you want a therapy which is dynamic and

powerlul? An approach which addresses all of you - mind • body • spirit. emotions?
eo... Energetics with PiUIl Chubblck, MA, CBT
846-0800
individuals· couples· groups· workshops
consultations. supervision

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
Treatment for addictions and co-dependency
Help with self-alienation and shame
Individuals, couples and groups
Groups beginning mId-September

781-5041

WOMEN'S HEALING ADVENTURES
Play and Childhood Stories· Sacred Art
Energy and Our Bodie.
3 full-day workshops
Nand Shiller Race, MA
Rosie Byrer, MEd
775-2833

781-5639

tllidiclions • MII'I>-dyin8 • bNlin8 • spin,"",
success - J»nXm41 ..nd him,..,.

Female roommate wanted for large 3
bedroom apt. in a 2 family house on
Ocean Ave. large kitchen and yard,
off
street
parking.
sunporch.
$233/month + 1/3 utilities. 879-0051

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP
couselor, hypnotist, psychic
by appointment 871-0032
personal development classes
relaxation, healing. medJtation. psychic

Female roommate wanted, a prof. or
grad. student, quiet, tidy, to share
with female writer, an oceanfront furnished winter rental, 12 minutes from
Portiand. $300 plus 1/2 utilities and
security deposit. Call 883-6421

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah}. Bulley, LCSW
Psychotherapist

• Life T,.."ulliml • Relaltottsblp Addlclimls

• Self &Ie_/E".pow~ • 0..,.4 PareIfli"g

871-9256

,.·.....-

SURVIVORS OF INCEST GROUP
Immediate openings
For interview, call
Louise Bennett, LCSW
772-1910

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

9-month, 3-stage program offering education and insight groups,
experiential therapy, and exploration of current-life problems.
People who have already begun their recovery work are welcome
to apply for experiential and current-life groups.
Stage One begins in September.

•

•

For mort infonrullion or to scMd,,/e all lIS5eSSmDlt jllttroiew
Don Kent, LSAC 871-0100
Betsy Hood, LSAC 775-6435

MA

It's the latest thing
Casco Bay Weekly's classified ads have changed format.
The columns are wider. The look is more sleek.
Take advantage of the best looking classified pages in town. Call or stop by
Casco Bay Weekly, Monday through Friday 9 a.m.-S p.m., and
find out just what a bargain advertiSing on these hot pages can be.

CascoBav
~EEKLV
1870arkSt.
Portland, ME 04102
77S~l

Female wanted to share fully furnished apt. near East Prom. $300
from Oct. through April, $250.00 May
through Sept. includes heat and
-=elec. Mature and easy going a must.
Call 774-1 398 after 5:00.
Harbor view room avail. in S.
Portiand home. MlF, N/S, WID, fenced yard, parking, storage. SUnny &
spacious $267 + 1/3 utilities. Call
eves. 767-3265.
I'm searching for another woman,
semi-vegetarian to share large
sunny, 2 bedroom apartment in West
End. large yard and shared garden.
$3OO/month plus 1/2 utilities. Call
879-7019

We aTe pleased to announce the opening of
ANEW
CO-DEPENDENCYIINNER-CHILD
TREATMENT PROGRAM
fOT adults from dysfunctiorud families

Professional female with small child
looking for apartment and roommate
in the Portland - Westbrook area. I
can share a bedroom with my son if
necessary. Call 874-8000 ext. 46 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Attractive, clean, quiet, room in West
End townhouse. Chemical free enviorment in professional home
w/shared kitchen, dining and living
area. $300 month, includes everything except phone. 775-5022 (M-W)
326-8810 (Th-Sun).

477 Congress Street • Portland, ME 04101

Scarborough, Maine
772-8332 or (508) 356-9376
Polarity Therapy is the healing science
of aligning the living energy fields of
the body . It is the healing art of
recognizing and working with the life
force to bring about
the highest level of
clarity, inner truth and vilaiity.

2 lesbians looking for 3rd to share
sunny, comfortable, 3 bedroom
duplex in Deering Area, rent
$213/month + 1/3 utilities (oil heat).
Non-smoker preferred, cat okay.
761-4061 - keep trying .

INTOWN COUNSEIlNG CENTER

M'F-N/S and responsible for room in
house. Close to USM. No pets. $245
+ utilities. Call aller 5 PM - 828-1319.
Male roommate wanted to share with
prof. male. Spacious, fully fumished
apt. with wId, cable, lots of privacy,
close to Old Port and Downtown.
Everything included except phone
$325/month. Call 775-2608
Neat, quiet 34 year old woman and
two cats seek nls human and/or
feline roommate for share of large
parkside apartment in excellent condition. Call 772-7433 for more infor.
Nica 2 bedroom apt. to share with
male or female. 5 mono to Maine
Mall. 10 Minutes to intown Portiand.
$75.00 weekly includes all but food
Room fumished or Not. You Decidel
Grab your stuff and move in!! 7748022
PEAKS ISLAND- responsible, nonsmoking MlF to share spacious
house in lovely setting, own room
with private bath, many amenities.
$25O/month plus 112 utilities, plus
securiiy deposit. Call 766-2025,
leave message.
Prof. Male seeking non-smoking mil
roommate for 2 bedroom apt. in
Portiand. Hardwood floors, modem
appliances
off
street
parking,
$312.50 + 1/2 utilities.
Prof. female non-smoker to share
large Yarmouth historical apt. Own
bedroom and living room . Pine
kitchen with sunroom. Fleferences
846-1018

by Lynda Barry
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apts/rent

-

119 Pine Street - Avail. Oct. 1. Large
1 bedroom - second floor. $585 includes heat and hot water. Call 8549309.
GRANT STREET: large apt. in
secure building 2 large bedrooms,
new bathroom and kitchen. WI D and
dishwasher. References please (this
is a beautiful place; I must leave it in
good hands). $650 plus utilities.
Avail. Oct. 1. Call 772-1280
Great 1 bedroom apt. West End $360 include everything. $100
deposit only. Quie~ hardwood floors,
Wid. Avail. Oct. 1. Call Cynthia 1914-473-9267.
ON WESTERN PROM: 3 bedroom
apt., off street parking. Unusual, interesting . Avail . Oct. 1. 772-0774,
leave message and best time to call
back.
SOUTH PORTLAND: SUnny. clean
two bedroom apartments for rent.
laundry, parking . lots of closet
space, very quiet, convenient location. $5OO-$550/month plus utilities.
Sorry no pets. 799-9265
Small efficiency sized cottage in
beautiful setting on the water in
Harpswell. Ideal for studio, office or
compact living space. $275/month +
utilities. Call 729-0062
Woodlords Area
WID, 3rd floor
utilities and Sec.
mediately. Adults
Call 773-1662

2 bedroom with
$4951month plus
Deposit. Avail. impreferred, no pets.

houses/rent
PEAKS ISLAND Architecrs House
for rent. 2 bedroom, wood stove and
passive solar, wi d, very close to
boat, village and a beach. On a quiet
road. $55O/month. Call evenings 6-9
865-9448.

studio/rent
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48R on w.tw, oillwood
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38R with YMw ,eleclwood

announces l18Veral

OPENINGS
From $100 a month all
Inclusive. We even have
_eral bay-view sult.s
available. 24-hour acee.., no
hidden costs. A building totally
devoted to the Ylaual art..

RESERVE for
September or move In

$000

$450

•

ARTIST'S STUDIO

todayl
799-4759

• WRU'ELE'l,l..'ER$
.:.:::.:-..•.•.•..
.
.'. ' .

STUDIO space to rent. Ideal for
visual artist, beautiful natural lights,
and panaramic view of Portiand.
Schedule and fee negotiable. Please
call 775-1654 and leave message

PEAKS ISLAND
WINTER RENTALS

•

38R g.-t for hlmily,oil
$SOO
ThrM 38R. with YMw, oil

$450, $485, $000

ASHMORE REALTV
766-2981

wanted
Female NlS would like to housesit in
Falmouth area from Oct. to June.
Excel/ent
references
will
be
provided. Contact SUe 781-4184
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Creative types look for studio space in
Casco Bay Weekly's classifieds.
ARTISTS' STUDIOS
Join several other Artists, Photographers. Craftspersons and Art-Related people in this
downtown building exdusively devoted to the Arts. High "",'ings, sinks in each studio.
All utilities, low renlai rates. 799-7890 or 79EH759.

offices/rent
INDIVIDUAL OFFICE - in Portiand,
some office ammenities avail. ,
waterview, $285/month. Call 7743936. Leave a message.
Part-time space available in tastefully furnished therapists office, his- '
toric building. Ideal for holistic practitioner baginn ing practioe. Rates
reasonable - based on individual
needs. Center for Personal Professional well-being. 772-1896.

Downtown Storefront - Completely renovated. Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible. high foot-traffic area on Congress Street. 2000 sq It. 165 ~ sheetrock Wall.
high ceiling. Ideal for Art Gallery. Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Vert teasonable rent.
TURNKEY - ready to occupy. 799-7890.
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60 Ocean St.. So. Portland

Take out & NOW

DELIVERY!

BOOKS
is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

to:
Portland Penninsula.
South Portland
& Cape Elizabeth

U8ed &
Out-of-Print Books
We buy boob, too.

-some restrictions apply
·dosed mondays

767-7119

772-0360
CUmberland Ave
Portland

Please phone for hours.

PATIO OUTBACK

•

MAINE. HONEY &
BLACKSTRAP MOLASSES
WHOLEGRAIN, STONEGROUND
FLOURS • CANOLA OIL
NO CHOLESTEROL

--

205 Commercial St. • 773-2217 • 263 St. John st.

...

<

«

,

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

• 773-5466

\$~\.

Maine's ~ Authentic

ANJON'S

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
since 1957

Oyster Bar

Oflotel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

Lunch
11:30-5, 7 Days
• Fish and Chips
$2.95
2.95
• Uver '" Onions
'Chicken Parmigiana 3.95
• Fresh Broiled Salmon3.95
• Lobster Ron
4.95
• Fishennan's Platter 4.95
(. haddock. shrimp' clams)

52] U.S.
Route 1,
Scarborough,
Maine
Tel: (207)
883-9562

Our Full Menu served from llAM to MJdnight
Best Steamers in Town

DINNER SPECIAlS
•TWO BOILED LOBSTERS
sened with iemOllIDd drlWI boUer

'-

<

• All major credit cards accepted
• Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-7
• Plenty of Free Parking
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge

~

elcome

• ONE POUND SIRLOIN
Ierved willi potato ... po511 lid salad

YOUR CHOICE

to Casco Bay Weekly.

These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the daily news.

Clear Solutions • Steep Falls
Graphic Aid • Portland
Public Cable • Portland
Kripalu Yoga • Portland
YWCA • Portland
Blue Cross & Blue Shield. Portland
Exchange Street Hardware • Old Port
Sunsprouts • Scarborough
Maine Environmental Products • Portland
Chlldlight Center • Portland
11m Ferrell • Portland

$9.95

